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PREFACE

This handboo ic is deSigned to be- used, not read and put on the

shelf. The methods and techniques presented here are dedigned to ih-

-'volve studerits in a variety of learning activities in order:to broaderi

their perceptions of
3 sa

student- oriented and,

discussion and a high

the world

in partic
S.

degree of

in which they live. The activities are

1

ular, are intended to encourage group
I

human interaction. 'It is ?hoped ti&t

educators the information valuable and useful in their work

_AA

. .

t.
.and that both teachers and students will find learning more interesting

and stimulating through the use of their ideas..

Educators recognize the need to move-beyond a'few "time7te ed"

techniques. Students today need the stimulation of a great variety
t

of learning methods. Yet, often eduOftion courses, in-service work-"
shops and commercially prodidCed materials fail to deal with the "how-
I

to". The emphasis isoften entirely on the content without reconizing

its relationship to th$Kocess.Wehopethe handbook can serve as a com-
,

panion to the content material

Theoof is divided into four sections, The firit is a brief

overview of various approaches to teaching about the non=WeNtrn world.

. This Abs followed by several sample °models of non--Westeri? studies, programs.
V

While these are not

id' a of various

complete, they should give the reader an,adequate

ways non-Western studies methods for-teaching non-Western

e been designed as instructions with.approitiatestudi These h

amples, .
t teachers should feel free to vary them as they wish. The.

I

last section divided' into tiro parts. The' first is a listing of. Sorge
,4

O

1;3

..

4
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of the major resources in non-Western studies. It should be noted that

thisis,not a comprehensive listing, but represent some of the major,

in our opinion, best resources. The second portion reviews some of the

major curriculum projects presently avaii,able in non-Western studies.

We would like to expfess our gratitude to Patricia Cruikshank and

Edith Ovexing for their typing, to the social studies,coordinators
.4

throug hout the Commonwealth Who hs isttd by critiquing the draft of,tRis

4Thandbook, and especially the Yout Of ice of the United Nations Educational,
. %

Social andiCultuial Organization to whom we are in debt for the use of

material from which a portion of this handbook was adapted, 'and to the

NatiOnal Endowment for the,aumanindes who provided the funds for pro-

,/
ject under which this manual was written.

4
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I

APPROACHES TO TEACHING ABOUT THE NON-WESTERN WORLD
0-5-

There once may have'been a time when "grotaing up" was a matter.

learning.abput an ever widening circle of people and places,

and the traditional method of teaching was to progress.from the known
7

to the unknown - that is to start with those things the students

know best and to move toward ap understanding of the globe.

Today this is.no longer true for we live in a world made smaller

through a massive communication system and modern transportation; No

longer4s it possible to have students giow up in their.little corner

unaffected by what-they see andhear all around them; for young students

as well as adults participates in an ever increasing range of circum-

stances which are world-wide in origin. This...is especially true of.----

. 1
.

. events whichiccur today hromghout the non-Weitern

Moststudents have a natural inquisitiveness when it,comes,to

the.non-Western world. Whether the inquisitiveness stems from

student's interest in his heritage or whether it is based on an interest

ri,people(dho appear to be different, it is to the teacher's advantage:

to capitalize on'this inNrest. If a teacher w.inted.to compile a list

of reasons why studenispk.e interested in the non-Western wofld you

could fill a couple of4pages, But the most difficult task is 0 StrUce-

:.cure this interest into a meaningful program so that studenis,_who are.

. already inquisitive can have their awareniss
channel.ed-in order that;

Certain educational objectives can be'accomp1ishe.

One of the major problems facing the teacher who is interested

in exploring our planet is one of organization.
The non-Western ->

world .is made up of an incredibly divers

"

.

opulation. No single teacher,
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or program could grasp the total complexity of the culttires which in-

habit the world. Scholars spend a lifetime coating and analyzing

materials in order to better understand the divergent customs, values

and. institutions which exist.
\

Teachers have,a limited amo t of time and a great deal they want

.2

..

to accomplish'. As .
a consequence it becomes, necessary to sel ct

1;in which diverse cultures can be approached in order that pa' icular

objectives can be met. Perhaps the mott'difficuit task in structuring

a non-Western sttdies progrfim is in selecting realistic' and viable

;-

objectives; and'then clarifying them to the point that decisions re-

garding the choice of material4)instruCtional strategies and evaluation

proce'd4res can be made responsibly.

The developer, of a program must be aware of possible ways the
7

non- Western world can be approached - within a limited span in

order to help meet specific objectives. No matter which approach is

utilized it will have its own distinct adVantages and disadvantages.
Ni-

F,47 programs can be S11 encompassing.

.

Listed below is a series of approaches that might be considered

in structuring a program. None he waySEareespecially rightor

wrong and.none are mutually exclusive. In analyzing the various

approaches it should become clear that specific objectives and goals

e

would result from the approaches selected. The task, then, in analyzing .

AY'

these-approaches is to make unconscious objectives conscious-and to aid .

in structuring a realistic program designed to.accomplish specific goals. Y.

.1. Students willielearn to recognize and understand Common stereo-

types that are held about people and areas of the non-Western

world. A curyiculum based on this objective would focus on

8,

$



4
students' and societies' attitudes tows 0 'culturally

different peOple, and move toward a balan i4 and non-

I

ethnocentric view.

2. StudeAts will recognize the possibilities

.4

alternative life

styles through a study of he alternatives o ftred in other;

cultures. In a curriculum based on this gene i1/4 objective,

,students.would learn how other people view tim nd space,

and the values they have toward such things as k,

: ship, status, and family. t I

.

,3. Students will learn

4 'eof Western and non-Wegtern c tures. This would e a curri-
.

about the differences.-ind s larities

culum baged on the comparative study of peoples an would

include the interrelationghips of.geography,
4

sbdio- conomic

systems-and cultural values.

4. Students will understan'd.man as a species, evolving ward a
, < .

world'society. A curriculum such as this might begin ith a
.

stud of magi in relation to other biological organisms, then

to a study of, man's 'evolution, the proliferation and di -rsity

of cultures; and the present movement toward ayOrld-yid

society.

5, Students will develop an understanding-of the' role that cul ure

playsin the development of the individual. This i5 essenti ly

an anthropological approach in which students would-ler o he

forms that educlition, religion, marriage, and work plardn-
IOW

both our society and on other continents.

StUdents will broaden their factual knowledge about the non-4

7.Wastern world. The emphasis would be on building a.factual base

9



foi which gene?fflizaiions would'be made, The disciplines

would include,

7

conomics, geography, political science,.and

demography.
o

7. Students will understand the major problems,facing the non-
,

Western world in its

blems would include:

cultural pro duction,

move toward modernization. These pro -

population growth 4:control; agr1.-

attempts to ,broaden the based of

education, the problems of political control and stability,

and building anational identity in. the face of tribal and

sectional loy alties%

8., Students will gain an understanding of the complexities of

foreign policy decisions.. Through an interdisciplinary

approach, and the case study method, foreign policy problems.

of the past and present will be.analyzed in detail.

9. Students in minority groups, particularly Blackistudents,,

swill-gain a sense of pride in, the fast and'cutrert achieve-
,

ments of non-Eur9pean people. Such- a curriculum would include_

-

a study of ancient African. civilizations, the movement for _

independence and the establishment of nationhood in Africa.

1

If there are quite a few Spanish-speaking students, the

curriculum would include material on Latin America.
. .

Once a series of epproaohes has been dete'rmined, and realistic ob-
i,

jectives structured, the teacher must turn his attention toward ways in

which these approaches can be placed into.a meaningful context. There

is not an established strategy for ddi.ng SQ.
-1

owever,. there are some general principles whidh might want to be

4

taken into consideration in planning a program in order to ensure clarity

1 0

ti



5
nd the appropriateness of the obje tives. The principles listed below

call'for a combination of approaches which would help establish Unifying

4 goals for a program._ They are designed-to equip 'studerA with a realis-
4

tic Viewtof non-Western people and.cultures. The principles are:

1. Non- Western people should be discussed on thei wn terms -

preferably in their 400.1 words through their own eyes.
.

4Ps

2. -Some cultures should not be considered better lov worse than
-

other cu tures. Cultures are organized according to different-

principles andmust be considered within the context-of 'these

principles.

3. Students should be trained' to view an event or culture from

more than one point-of view.

4. An examination of a culture should be interdisciplinary in

approach.

'5. Material should be as current Aslooss.ible or be erectly

related, to something current. History, for, example, might
(be most appropriately examined in relation to sottavIcurrent

event.

-

.6. Cultures must be examined in enough depth to emphasize their

complexity; cultures that can only be ,treated superficially

should be dropped. Rik

7. .Material must be selected With which studeni% can-identify.

' -C

There are also some'key concepts about -the nature of the non-Western

world, which -4 when taught'' t .can be used to increase.knowledge
and :

.

help change attitudes about our fellow human beings who not only live '1

on a distant continent, but also right down the,street from us.,

,

These key concepts focus do attempts to explairp
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(1) the variations of cultures and peopld in Che-non-Western world;

(2)' the cultural patterns and habitswhieh distinguish one group

of people'from another;

(3)- the:value orientation Of-non-Western people;

-(4) the social transition now taking place throughout the world;

(5) the impact of Western influences, both' negative and positive

%
The concepts'are not inclusive-and no attempt has heen made to

establish a pattern. for'their usage, However, their.exploration-sh9uld-
.-.

help to achieve particular educational objectives, which should be
a ^ 'S

,contern tO all educators. Let's look.at.theseconcepts one'at a time.
o

1. The'variationsof cultures and-people in the non-Western world.

P
A major goal of all classroom teachers should be.to brek down stereo-%

typiC thinking about people -; that is, to break down the Misconception
-4...,,:.-t

/

that students have that if you meet
.

an indvidual from a particular
_ .

..,

foreign country - that all indiViduall from that.icountiy or town or

'street are just' like-him. This kind.ofclosed generalization is All too
a

typical in our classrooms. Youngsters normally have to be led to a
k.,

position where acceptante of people who pre different becomes part of

their psychological attitude. -BY teaching about the variations 'of cultures '
/

and people, student's. are helped to develop an appreciation and under- .

.e..

standing for. the dignity and worth of individuals who are d.ifferent from

.
, .

, ._
,. f.

.
.

. 4
.... ,

...

themnot only people in far distant,langs, but people right next door. .'...1711-'

.
.

All too often prejUdicet are strengthened
..

.

in our classroom. When a
1

- ,, .
. ,

teacher points out a few of'the'misconceptions,s'tudents have, students

learn the necessity of withholding-their judgement until more information

18 obtained.

12 .
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2. The cultural patterns which distinguish one Vous, 44. people

from another. In looking at

:it becomes evident that ,there

help to distingufsh one group

the non-Western world in particular,
4^,

arekvarious patternt of culture which.

of people from another such as language,

,religion, work habits,.and customs. By carefully studying these

patterns of different cultures, students can gain an appreciation for

ifferent ways of'life than their own. By showing students that,:peopleis

characteristiCs and ways of diVing are determined by custom and environ-

ment, students can be taught to systematically observe these'differences

and interpret the reasons for them.. Successful human interaction begins
.

when youngsters learn to take into account and reconcile the diversity

in people. Misooppgutions , over-why people are different -.whether they

live next door or on the.other side of the world ... diminish if students

devaop the habit of inquiry.- to ask themselves why people' are as they

ti

.3. Thevalue orientation of on-Westekn'people. , While it ist
,it

.

impossibleto tinderstand all of the value variations foundAn.a given

r.cultue, it is important that students be made aware that.such differences

are.

exist so that they have some background for understanding the motives
C-

..and actionsO the people,living in a specific/area. Such A study also
I

, (

)

>

helps students look at their own vallie orientation, Ad makes them more

aware Of the limitations in perspective imposed by.their pwn culture.
.,

When students take the time to view the world, they-begin to recogni e

their oww*e,gronceptions and the role they haVe played in, shaping th it

.

, *

,-Ah.ekposu.re,to the generalized values which people have also helps

to place in context the wide variety of Oltapn patterns of behavior. ,Not

13
o
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only does it show the differences-in fellow human beings, but'similarities

as well. Students can be shown that people are more alike than different

and that all human beings share certain attributes and aspirations.

Through teaching about he non-Western world the teacher can make students

'more aware of such commonalitiesas their feeling toward family and.

friends, the things they enjoy doing and the search for beauty and happiness

found among all youngsters. Such a program is also intrinsically valuable

to a youngster's own self-image, for it helps him to gain q better '1

a

perspective of himself.

4-5. The Social transitions now taking lace throuhrut the World -'

impact of Western influences - can be placed in one category.

Increased.contact be4tween the West and the rest of the world, has.

directly affected the life of millions of people. Not-only has the con-

tact led to a form of modernization, but it has also helped produce an

arena for conflict.as divergent custom*, institutions and values con-
.

front-one Another. An awareness of both., the positive and negative in-

fluenced which come from the West should help the student to recognize -

and take into account the West's influence on the ,rest of the world.

It shopld all make the student aware of the social transition which

has occurred because of the contact other people have had with the West.

By emphasizing the positive aspect of Westernization the teacher

can give to his students a serials of shared humanity which can assist

them in developing a cooperatTA attitude with all kinds of people. By

emphasizing the negative aspect of Western influence, a student can

better understan4 when he forces hie will and values on othir people.
. .

It'will help to enable the itudent to develop sensitivity toward

othei human beings.

14
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9
If we'are ever to build and live in a decent world, it is essential

that teachers help to develop attitudes tonducive to better.undersfanding,

among all men.- One concrete meihOd fbr,promo ing this understanding is

by introducing a non-Western dimension into your _school:program.

By adding this dimension, the teacher can ensure that youngsters

will be exposed to the,kimds of differences with whiCh students must

be confronted. Hopefully the cumulative affect of this action Will

be a constructive influence on the development of positivegfeelin s

toward fellow human beings. Certainly it is one step toward pre-

paring today's students to meet tomorrow'siworld problems - as we

become "riders on this'planet together."

A

O

a
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MODELS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION,

OF A

NON-WESTERN STUDIES PROGRAM

Non-Weste:n studies programs, can be. found in a variety of forms

.
in schools throughout the nation. The methods used to develop

ampnt these programs are just as important as the Materials that are

used'. often, new material are adOpted and used by a school, or an en-

tire syste without full consideration to the way in which these ma-'

tars als rrespond with the overall struc;ure, of the program.

Generally, non-Western studies programs. fall into one'of several

categories: sections of individual courses, e.g., a three-weeks Afri---

can,unit in a world history course;.a semester-Jong course, e.g., world

cultures, the non-Western world; or a 'totally integrated curriculum.

Each of these has its'strongeand weak-points and these should be con-

sidered by school systems, curriculum codrdVtors, department heads

and indi dual teachers when they are establishing a net' prograth.

The 'unit approach to'non -Western studies is probably. the most

common and the most popular. Because of the great amount of material

which teachers mugl cover in a yearst.time, it often is diffioult to
. .

devote to any one subject, more than-a few weeks study. The short,

concentrated unit exposes the students to the subject matter but does

not requires those students .who may not be interested tbdevote'a long

period of time to it. There are certain:draWbatks to thet.unit or

section approach. There is the danger of dibbling and dabbling in a

great many subjects without much concentration -on any_partiCUlar vne

long enough to give the students a feeling of mastery. It also exposes

10
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. . .

/students to the danger Of 'having to move4on to ariother Subject when--
they may be quite intakested in the ,country, or :area, which is being'

. /studied. This approach also -segments the educatio of students, making

it a great deal more difficultto integrate and-i ter-relate the various

subjects covered.

The semester-long caurs \with a special fpc s on the'.non- Western

world is fairly popular in the schools of Massachusetts. In those

"schools surveyed, there were ver-260
on'el.- or,....two-semester, courSes

'.i.h.qiOil4--4Siern studies, world cultures,,:or subjects with a similar
9.0 :

label'. Often, mar schoolsjlad an krea studies course in African,

Asian, Latin Amqrican or Middle Eastern studies. The basic advantage

in such an approach is that it gives the teachers and students time

to pursUe an area or subject in some depth. Thus, the teacher is not

forced to devote ouA.y three or f our weeks to the non-Western world,

but can invea-tigate the field in some detail. Too, it affords the

opPorttinityrto integrate some of the materials which are covered in

the course so that the studeqts can begin. to see some of the relation-
.

ships between the various areas of the world. prawbacks,of the one-

semester course Are that, as always, there may still not be enough

. time to cover all that the teacher or the school wishes to cover;

more importantly,, there is still the danger that ikc course will be-

come an'appendage to the total school curriculum and not be related to

)*the:other adademic activities within the school. When a special course1

isestablishad, there is always this danger.
School pe'rsonner'Should

be especilllycareful to see that this does not happen.

I

While the toteelly.integrsted
curriculum is the most difficult,. it

Max reap the greatest rewards of the three. This approach attemp0 to

e

e.

)



relate the materials dealt with in non-Western studies, to every

-

course. This means that each.subject will contain some instruction,,

".

of non-Western concerns. In effect, this is a'totally,tinter-discip-,

,linary'curriculum where everything is related to everything else and,

hopefully, the students will begin to draw some relationships ge-
.

tw&n1what is studied in math,' ocial studies, art and English.

0

The iffi,culeysin,atterliPting such a program should not be min-

imized. It requires a great deal of coordination and extra effort on,

the' Part of'the.teachers.. It means that the curriculum Miaterials

iiii

must be carefully selected and arranged. It requires that there be

a great amount of communication between teachers, administrators and

students. And Walso means that teachers will need re-training and
v.

continuousin-service programs.' The major drawback to such a totally

integrated program isthat,.ifit does notslicceed,*the work of re-

organizing the curriculum can be more painful thancwith the two above-

mentioned approaches. Also, the larger the school, the more difficult

this approach becomes.

4
I

While many will be skeptical of this direction, and pressures

.
will mount to return to tried and tested programs, if the participants

are committed to such a new program'and are willing to Change

tions and modify as the need'arises, then the possibility exists for

a truly innovative elitd exciting, prograili., While the task is a difficult
'?

one, even a partial success, Will-e ablish a new direction in the
7 ,

teaching of the 'social sciences and( the humanities.

.
%

Examples of how -a'non-Western.studies prog can be organized

....

18
.

are listed on the following pages: .,:
N .'

I 1
i
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SEM6TR COURSE APPROACH

The'follbwing is an example of an African Studies program that

.would be appropriate in secondary school. This program is presently

being used in the Las VirgeneS Unified School District, Calabasas,

California:

I. Course Overview

9

The overall purpose of this course is to provideoan unders,tanding
and appreciation of ..African life,.,south of the Sahara, and to develbp
a sense of importance about this part of the world in the minds df thestudents. All aspects of Africah life will be studied,, i.e.social
political, economic and cultural. It is hoped that this course will'
widen. the students' experiences and expand their understanding and. 7.
awareness of themselves, and the world around them.

II. Objectives

A: To provide students'with a more thorough- and objective Un-
derstanding of Africa than may have been previously presented.

13J ,To provide an appreciation and understanding of sane leading
aspects and achievements of African life and Civilization.
before the coming of the Europeans.

.
0

C. To provide an understanding of colonial development and
nationalism.

D. To introduce students to the problems of adjustment from a
tribal to an urban society.N

.

E. To .students to the problems of African nations
in the modern world.

,F. To study African Art, music and dance in order that students
may' develop a greater appreciation of African cultural,

.

.achievements.

G. To focus on only the most important realities of Africa,
making no'attempt to "cover" the area.

tr. To develop an underAnding of ,Africa in order to:

-1. .eliminate ethrocentrism, and

19
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O

, ... ,

2. Help students examine their own society more ob-
jectively by comparing values.and lifestyles of
alrious African groups with the students'.

I. Jos-employ the various disciplines of the social sciences in

. examining Africa and in giving students the tools of analysis.
,

-

14

Description)

1 A'. Overview of African geography and anthropology including the
significance of anthropological findings over the past ten

1 to fifteen years.

ACTIVITIES

1. Describe the surface and climate of Afri a, south of the

, Sahara. What regions are similar: Dif erent: What is

lifelike in the highlands: The'Rainforest? etC.

2. Where is the Nile, the Congo? Other major features, eta.?
0 5 o .,

3. Where-is Oldavai?' Who was Loqjs B. Leakeys? What had he

been doing? What died he find out?
..../ ta

,

B. Coming of Age in Africa! Tradition and Change

This unit deals with the process of growing up in Africa.
The students will get an inside view of how African children ,

are socialized,-and how!they learri the rulesof their culture.'
'Therefore, the students will get a basic understanding of

Sl. why Africans behave the way they do-from an African point of .

view.

ACTIVITIES
,

(.1

1. Write a story ab ut what it woul The like to grow up in
traditional Afri a Write aboqt your friends and family

:-
and your relatio ship to them.

. .

\y,t
.

,

. .

,,, 2. Make an African illage in miniature or cook a traditional1,
_._ African meal or do a project showing some aspect oft,

tradition41 African life.
, '.

.
.

,3. .Write a report on the traditiopal life of some African tribe,
Include, customs such as marriage,, initiation rites, and form

1
Units B-G after Clark, Leon E. Through African Eyes, Vols. L-VI.

26
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of government.

C. The African Past and the Coming of the European

In thi unit.students,will look at African history through *-an eyes, wherever that is possible., The first .halfof the unit deals with the , African past up to the ,,coming
,of the European, around the year 1450. It.also exploresthe value of the oral tradition and of arch ogy in re-

constructing almople4s history. The se nd half dealswith the Europeans;'particularly in the "Slaveltraile, upto the beginning of the colonial periodoin the secondhalf of the*nineteenth ceQtury

.

ACTIVITIES

. 41. Pretend yoU are a 15 -18 year-old African
living at the

-time of the coming of the Europeans. What would you thinkabout them? How would you regard them? What 'effect onyour life would these newcomers have?*
;

2. Pretend you are a European seeing African villages for de.
.. first time. ,How would you feel? What would you sAy (if
-. you could)? What might your thoughts be? loc

, `'.
. ,,,

i. 0:. Itom Tribe to Town: Problems of Adjustment

-'` / 'This Unit deals with the problems faced'by Africans as tra-ditional life for them 'changed. The students will learnhow traditional, values came into conflict with urbanization.

ACTIVITIES

1. Pretedd you are a'15-18 year-old who has *et his,tribal,*home to make his way in the city. Where Would you go?
How would you live? What kinds of problems would lou-face?

t

0. f

The Colonial Experience: An Inside View

This unit.presents an*Insider's view of the colonial exper-.ience in Africa. .In a sense, what it says applies to thecol nial pperiences of people everywhere in the world, Stu-is will learn-how the Africans bitterly resent the intrw-ion of the West, and at .the same ttme, avidly seek.thebee-.
efits of ternizatim.

0' O



ACTIVITIES
O.

e - 1. Pretend'that you area lgi8 year -old African 'Fixing at the
{time of the colonial period. What sort of problems do, you

't

think you would be facing?' Whitkindslof hopes 'and fgars
de would,you have? ,,

,
.,.. ,. d

0 . ." f

2.° Write a'report on the colonipI:exper-Cence;of en- African
;-,country.

1 . , -'t

f 0
,

F. The Rise of Nationalism: Freedom Regatned -bfri*
.

,This unit presentg the growth of and the reasons for
nationalism. The students will .see hOw the strength of
an idea- can be transformed into the most 4namiekind'.0f_I
political activity.

ACTIVITIES

1. Write a story about-life in some country o Africa - during .

the independence movement. Pretehd your fRther is working

))

in the movement. f . , o

2 .Students role play the political 'situation'afterWOOd War,
11. up to Independence. Wrfie-a position paper on some
problem--organize demonstrations; 'etc. ,

Nation-Buildin : The.Problems of African Nations in the Modern
Wor

Ti hi unit pretent the many politital; social -and economic
problems faced by African nations as they, attempt to gain
access into modern world. ByAfocustnq, on4threq,countriet:.- %
Tanzania, South Africa and Nigeria, the students w141 be able
to gai insight into theNtomplexity of these problems.'

44-

ACTIVITIE

1, Ta a country and write a report about some major problems
f cing that country and what that country is trying toad6
t solve its problems:

2. Pretend that you are an African leader.' What.would,you do
to help your country and its many problems?'

H. African Cultural Achievements

t,This unit presents the many-cultural achievements in.-African

f^.

. 22,
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art,.music, and dance. Students will gain, not only an ap-preciation of these arts and an awareness of their role-inAfrican life, but their effect on Western cultures as well.

ACTIVITIES

,
,kk

1. Prepare'an art show demonstrating examples of- African Art.
.

2. ,-Deomon0r0e how'African Art andyiic have influencedWesterhatt and music.

3. Make a collage exhibiting facets of African life,

4. Present an audio-visual
show,on some aspect of African artand culture.

IV. Teaching Aids
I

A. -Books
k

. Clark, Leon E.; Through African Eyes: Cultures in Change,{Six volumes), New York: Frederick A. Praeger, 1969.

2., Afr"ica:' Emerging Nations Below-the Sahara, Tucker, Richard,Managing editor, et al, American Educatton Publications, ,"Middletown, 1968.

3. Colonial Kenya, Oliyer, Donald W. and Fred M. Newman, Amer-- TEin Education
Publications,'Middletown, 1968. -104

4. Things Fall Apart, Chinua Achebe,4 Fawcett, Greenwich; 1969.

`S. Cry the Beloved
Country, Paton, Alan, Charle Scribner's Sons.New York, 1941E

B. .Visual4Aids

1. Films

. '
a. "The'Nileu, Nationale Geographic , N.

b. African Village ij Films, International Film Foundation,New Ycirk.

4C.

ve.

I

The Ancient Afri
( e

d.
O,

Nigeria: Culture in Transition

cans, Inter.national Film Foundation'

2. Filmstrips.

Living World

New York.'

a.

f! Black Africa;
Collier-MacMillan,

23.
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, b. Zanjafrica, A Study in Interaction and Inter-
dependence, St. Paul, EMC Corporation.

c. African Cliff Dwellers, The Cogon People of Mali,.

EMC Corporation

d. African Life Along the Nile

e. South Africa and Its Problems, Life

f. Contrasts in Nigeria'

g. West African Mask, UCLA

h.Drums of Ghana, UCLAr

3: Slides
I. 4

a. Discovering the Art of .Africa, UCLA

.b.'"Jreasures apd Traditions of African Artt UCLA

c., East- Africa and Ethiopia (personal)

4. Records

a. "Miss Luber,' Phillips

b. "Sounds of Africa", Verve

c. "HughMasdela", Wing

d". Traditional Music of Africa, UNESCO' .

5. Tapes

a. "Prehistoric Africa"

6. Maps

a. La'rge map,c4 World, Whenshau

b. Wall map of'Africa, Wenschau

c. Individual 8 X 11 maps fat charting, `filling in,

locating, etc 's

4
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*UNIT APPROACH
o

The following is the first unit ,of a tenth grade Non-Western

tit

. History and Culture Course* taught in the p6olic schbols of Spring-

field, 'Massachusetts.

, ...;

. . Unit #t

I,Anit fitje:
\

IdentificStionpf-Term "Non-Western";,

,A nit
.,;,.. ,-

0% ..,,,,Introduction
'''.

.

'Objectives-, ', Ai .

,

. -1. To identify gNqp-Western cultures-and recognize the
difficultigAI nvolved,

. '
e

'To develop some orientation toa geographical setting,Is

3. Td ecfalu te t "reliability of generalizations,

4. To deve op map skills and concepts,

5. To pro ide, knowledge of resource materials on subject.

Focusin estid : .How can we identify Non-Western areas?

Questions and 0 jet:Nes Activities

19

)

1. What do yo' think theterm °. gave students write brief statements'"Non-.West rn" means?
describing "Non-Westetn"--discuss

statements--cltssify information (on
board) as geographical or cultural.
Define terms: culture, society,
,geography.

2. Can ,you identify a%Non- eve students go wall maps-ipointWestern nation using to nations th elieve to Fe Non-only a map? Why? Western. Ha students make liSt of
countries named-- discuss why nations
were selected.

4 ' ,

*Social Studies turriculum Guide, Evaluation Edition, Grade Ten,'
Non-Western History and Culture, Springfield Public-Schools,SprIngfiell, Massachusetts, 1971. '4

0A
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ar,

OP,

Materials

e

a

4

Topic, A Journal'of:the Liberal Arts, Washington and Jefferson/.
College, Wasington,, Pa. (Article entitled The Liberal Values Of
Non-Western StudieSby Yu-Kwapg Chu)--helps to define Non-Western.

.

Questions and Qbjectives°

.3. What other factors must
be used to iaentify Non-.
,Western cultures?

/
ActiVfties

Show pictures', unlabeled, of people,
architecture,* landscape, etc., from

various.partS of the world. Ask stu-
dents to identify. the country or-area
represented by each picture.
jaictures a second time jm same order .

q-ving the names of the countries or
areas involved. Hwie students grade
their own answers.

Materials

0

2C

t

Life World Library, Tithe, Inc., N.Y., N.Y. (check school,Aibrary)
. , (Large pictures'and'summaries).. It

Picture resource files. 7, Springfield Library.

Story of Nations, Holt, Rinehart, Winston Inc., 05614-

Questions and Objectives

4.. What effect does climate,
have on culture which,
might maVe ways of life
different around the world?

M4 rials

blank-world maps --rear-rear of guide.
.

Actixitj.es

`
Map work,- world map - have students
draw,latittide lines Arctic circle,
Tropic of Cancer, Tropic of'Capricorn,
Equator and Abtarctic'Circle. Label.

, climate regions between lines and
brief descriptiob-of what climate is .

like in that region, Have stUdnts
list, names of i n, each clibate-/

region. Have students Compare this
list with. list made for question #2
44d

. Discuss how climate may affect the
cul tyre.

26
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World Studies'Inquiry Series
Latin America pp 33-37'
Asia pp 34-37
Africa-pp 26-33

(geographical charts and maps)

Latin America, Stavrianos
Allyn and Bacon, Inc.

A.E.P. Series - America,

Questions and Objectives

5: What countries of the'
world do.you fin -

cul identify as Non-
Western or Western? Why?

6. Doyou thinethat the
people of other nations

-17refer to theMselves,as

`Non,WeStern? why?,/

Materials-:

sia, Africa.

. Activities

Briefly discuss cross-cultural

influences - difficulties

involved in classification of
cultures.

Have students draw a world map,

centering around an area other
than North. America.

Have students read casd.studies
in World Studies Inquiry Series,
p 99 Discuss readings.

Exploring the,Non- Western World
Schwartz '& O'Connor, Globe Publishers, Inc. pp 35+

World Studies Inquiry Series, Latin America, Africa, Asia'.

AEVAC Educational Publications, 1970 - Transparencies Series AS-50,_
AF-43.

4

21

Quest' diirdhd Objectives

7. Where c you find more
information on Non-Western
cultures?

- Materials

Other texts

Activities

Teacher, should make available allma-
,terials in room- 'shown and discussed.
Let students,scan material., Visit
school libraryr-Librariancould pro -

'vide help.

cited in speciftc units.
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UNIT APPROACH

Tife following is an example of a one -week unit on Indu'str'i3Ozation

in Asia. Key Materia4 for the unit come from Asian Studies.Inquiry -4

Program.2

INDUSTRIALIZATION

The'Onited States, Japan, and China

Area of Application

a. United States History 1: 'Rise of American industry
before the Civil War.

b. United States History 2:, U.S. involvement in Asia in
the twentieth century.

c. Asian Studies,

Objectives

Content:

a. Understanding of the nature of an underdeveloped country.

b. Understanding of what the exp
. ..have been in the United Stat

7' c. Awareness of the factors neci sary before any aUntry can
industrialize.

rt

d. Evaluation of the relevance (br lack of relevance) of the
experiences of the United States, Japan and China as pat-
terns for the growth of today's underdeveloped nations.

riences in industrialization
s, Japan and China.

Skills: S..

a. Reading analytically to isolate key elements of a problem

from several sources,

b. Ability to apply these elements to other different situations.

% 4

Attitude:

'a; Appreciation of the unusual factors in United States industrial

2tt'Z
From Preparation of Teaching Guides and Aerials on Asian Countries

for Use in trades.1-12, John V. Michaelis. U.S. Dept. of HEW, Office of
Education, Bureau of Research. 1969. c

2 Eit
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development and of the difficulty of generalizing from ourexample,,

Materials

a. A copy of the'readings for each student.
e

b. A large 411 map of the world (not
absolutely-estential butmost helpful).

Procedures .

The unit is designed for three -fi've class periods but can be ex-,panded or contractedat your descretion. The following are suggestionswhich may prove useful in teaching the unit.

The kinds of 'questions which a teacher asks hisstudents may beclassifie- II degree of, complexity:

° A. Knowled.- .nd'Comrehension: these range from recall ofspecifics t ranslation and interpretation of materials.Theseare usual sked in the order that they arise fromthe material.

B. Analysis: these include key ments and rel tionships. Theyare usually asked after the last mor elem /4 appears in
the material. '"'N

C. Application, Synthesis, andlvaluation: these i lude'problemsolving, pulling ideas together, -and judging.by internal and'external standards. Such questions are usually asked at theend of a lesson or unit. and may be used as. essay examination
questions.

.

-,
Questions concerning this unit hale ieen classified according totype, and the.type is indicated by the lettlr A, B,.or C.

, .

- 5 ,

a. Opener (last few minutes of period before beginnings theunit): What is an underdeveloped country? If you visited ,
such a country;. what would you -tee - or not see -..around"you that would tell you it was underdeveloped? (Write all.

answers whiehlare volunteered on the board and savefor
discussion.)

.

.

b. Distribute the readings to to studerits, briefly explainingthat the purpose ,of the O k t is to explore the. reasons that
some countrieshaVe becOle 'industria''h and modern while othershave,not and 'how induslrialization is accomplished.

- ,-*
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c. Ass) nment: Students are to read the Introduction and

art pages) before the next.class period. Write .7.

questions for discussion (tee- d.) on the board, if you?

) 'wish or simply bring them up inclass.

d.% Discussion (one or two day5)
. , .

Part I (haracteristics of an Undeedev-eloped Country)
.

I

What is meant by underemployment? (A)

How did-the peasants usuailycspend what little extra
money they had? (A).

How did lack of modern trariiporlation affect trade? 0)

Make list of some developed or partly developed countries.

I. (A) (Western Europe except Spain and Portugal; United
States, Canada,-USSR, Austral:fa, Japan, Argentina, Republic

of south Africa, Israel)

Is,every part of each country developed., or are there under-

developed areas within countries? Name sciMe. (A) (Asian
USSR,,American South, tribal South Africa, northe'n Canada,
inland Australia)

.In what parts of the world are-moit of the underdeveloped
countries located? (A) (Asia, Africa, Latih America)

From the reading and comments foltowing, make a list.of the
characteristics of uhderdpieloped nations. (B)

Compare theNist with the Ime,Adein class yesterday.

Which of the characteristiclocannot,be easily seen by a

visitor? (B) .

Oe

Note: Mother way of approaching the characteristics of
underdevelgped countries is by using a seriesof
overlay transparency maps of the world,' showing
.populatiort, per capita income, rivers, natural

'resources, etc,

e. Assi nment: Students begin reading part II (5 pages) in

. 'c ass if there's
,

timerand complete the reading before
the next class period.- .

.
.

-,-- -- ----- . . A ?.

. Discussion (one or two days)

0
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Part II (The Process of Industrialisation,

:
25

What js an entrepreneur? (,A) (Man willing to take risks
to start a business)

What are factors of production? (A) (What goes into the ,

finished product: iron ore, coa)., power ati labor - steel)

.What crops do big commercial farms grow? '(Wheat, Born; cotton,
livestock, etc.) Where are they located? (West, South,
Middle West)

-How could the government lessen competition? (A) (Allowing. )
monopoly, raising ariff'on imported industrial products)

What were Japan's problems in tryi4 to industrialize?. (3)

What special problems did-China have in trying to industrial-
ize? (B)'

What was the difference in. the role played by government in
the United States and Chinese development?- (B)

Note: In ;Japan the government. started some industries, then
turned them over to,private owners. Others were
kept; there is more government ownership-than-in the
United,States.

China was able to borrow from the USSR. From which,countries
were the United States and Japan able to row? (B)

. .

g. Assignment; Beginning/in class, each student is to make a
--Chart showing factOrs which were important,in United,States,
Japanese and Chinese industrplization:\ Probably the easiest
way to do this is to first list those factors (60th directly,
stated and implied) which were important in the United.States,
adding,others whichappear only-in Ch' or Japan (Or both)
at the bottom of the list. A sample alhrt follows.

Factors . U.S. Japan China ,

. -
, .

Raw material and power'resources yes.- yes
....*,,,Yes r N.'Large-cheap labor supply yes . yes y.&s'Domeslic and foreign capital yes ? c yes . ,Entrepreneurs yes .no no

Energetic people'
' yes . yes ?

Transportation system
I yes yes ?National market yes ?. ' ?

Specialized .labor yes yei ho

Governmen favoring industry yes
no

7'

ino
Commercial firming yes

yes_No wars
? yes

i ?International market no , yes 4.... no
Borrowing from others ? ? yes

31 .
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,

.

h. Disdussion (one or-two days) -

From their charts,, ask the students pick out those factors

which are essential for industrialization. Make a-list on

the'board from volunteered. student answers, asking volunteers

, to explain why they think a particular factory is essential.

(6) *sere is a,samplellist ofessentials:

1; Pc strong.governm favor of indus ation.

. .

2. A,group of enterprising40n to lead e country toward

"I<;:*
industrialization.

3. Sk lled local or immigrant workers.

4. Natural resources or way§,of importing them.

5. Mo e farm products to' feed industrial workers:

6. Pr'vate,igovernment, and/drforeign capital to be in-

1

-
1,1

.

,v sted.
:

7. ational cr International market for 'produ'tts.,

8. A god transportation .system inside and outside the

,c untry.

9. 'A reaking ddwn of the old ways of thinking and ed-

u ating the people so they will accept industrialization.

No ask why theUnited States, Japan and China actually
started their industrialization process when they did..

10. -A. ituation whichpushes the country toward industrial-
tion, such as a new technical development like rail-
d,building, fear or envy Of a more developed country,

-a oliticarrevolution, a new foreign market or-loss of

a old one, foreign aid or investment.

'Discussion. should now center on how these key elements

provided for those. countries laCking them, relationships

of internal to external means, type,Cf economic system
most likely to succeed in krovidingthem, whether a
standard answer is possible with different situations
in different countries.
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,

6. That the.study of lother culture should include the study of
the student's own culture alqd his feelings and attitudes to- -

. wards'it. The study of the)two cultures can and should 're-
inforce each other. .

. 7. That evaluation of attitudinal change, as subjective as it
may be, is essential for effective teaching.

8. That/an interdisciplinary approach should be used in the

/11

, s dy of anothdr culture.

9, hat teachers who'have never ben to Africa, but who enjoy
learni with their stwdents and who do not impose their
value dgments,about different life styles on others, can
be e tive teaching about African people.

General Objectives for Introductory Lessons

.The lessons are clustered around the following objectives which the
authors, from their experience, consider to be,the most important intro-
ductory attitudinal objectives

0
The student will identify and examine his perceptions of
Africa and Africans and examine the sources of these im-
pressions.

- The student-will respect African institutions and life
styles as the responses of,African people to their
social, and ph ical environment. ,

- The Student will i ntify with the roles:of members of
the African family.

1,,,,,The student will identify with Africans experiencing
social change and recognizethat it is a universal
Ohenomenou which he himself is experiendng.

- ;The student will appreciate various African art forms.

The following lessons are offered only as suggestions for the
.teacher and are especially directed toward the .merican teacher who has

had Iittle,or,po opportunity to study Africa and may feel uncertain about
how best to introduce Africa to his students.

SelectionsP specific lessons and objectives should be based on
the students' nterests anf backgrounds, the-learning objectives of
the class, and the individual teacher's style. Since the lessons are in-
terdisciplinarp they can be easily integrated into the existing curriculum.

33
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LESSON APPROACH
ss

4

he following are the first two lessor% 'of an African Studies

,prepared by members of the WorOestertUnive'rsity of Massachusetts Teacher

Corps Program for use in the public schools of Worcester, Ma5sachusetts.3,

28

The lessons line an-affectiVe approach centered around performance ob.-,

, I

'jectives.

Rationale to Introductory Lessons

Part I is a Collection of introductory lessons about Africa. They

have been taught successfully by a number of teache s - both black and ,

*lite - in the Worcester Massachusetts public sch' is ire integrated and

all white classes,. Students have retponded'to the activities enthusias-

tically, they have evaluated them(as "good" lessons, and the majority Of

students have:reached the learning objectives. These lessons reflect the

author's goal - to develop positive student attitudes toward African

'and the following assumptions:

,l. That students can identify* with Africans, or any peop e of

. a different culture, if preselptedmith the apprqpriat kind

of learning opportunities.
AR.

2. That.one of the first steps in developing positive att tudes g.

towards Africansis either to respond emotionally or o par

ticipate physically in Africaniactivi,fies or simulations'of

these activities.

3, That'attitudes develop cumulatively, notjseqUentiallj. Thus,

it is possible to meet attitudinal objectives in a variety

r
of seq6ences, no'one sequence is prescribed, nor can &tea-

cher expect the' student'to meet the attitudinal objective in

one lesson.

4. That affective experiences must be more than' "fun" experien-

ces: they must befinfOrced by the learning of skill5 and

concepts._

5. That, for,both relevance and motivation, lessons about Africa

should begin "where the kids are at"; by either relating to

the student's immediate environment or actively involving him.

3 African Studies Handbook for Elementary arid Secondary School Teachers,

Part I, University of.Massachusetts/Worcesterleacher Corps-, August 1971.,

*It has the flavor of "empathize with", "respond to emotionally", "have an

emotional feeling for".

se, 34
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The lessons are approximately '45 minutes in length, but it is to be
expected tha thvy will -take more or less time, depending on the interests

'a., and previo experiences of the students, The format of each lessbn in-
cludes.,the folldwing sections: a rationale of the lesson, specific ob-
TMIves stated in behavfroral terms for evaluative purposes, an imtvest
approach ,(sometimes'referred to as motivation or set induction), the pro-
cedure of the lesson, suggestions forralternative and follow-upactivities,
the comments of teachers'who have taught the lesson, and resource materiaas
for teachers and studdnts.

Resources.:-
. , .

.
. .

. Beyer, Barry.K. Africa South of the Sahara. New York: Thomas Y.
. Crowell,.1969. .Hardback, $4.65. (T)* ,

.,,

Fantini, Mario D. and Gerald Weinstein. Toward a Contact Curriculum,
New York:-. Anti-Defamation League of B'Nai B'Rith, 1965. Paper, $,.90. (T)

s.
i.:Krathwohl, D.R. Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, the Classification

of Educational Goals Handbook 2: Affective Domain: New York: David
McKay Co.,, 1964. Paper, $2.50. (T)

.Raths,`d.lis et al: Values and eachin

r Merrill, 196T-7Taper,

Webb, Eugene J. et-al. Unobtrus

,

. Co umbils, Ohio: Charles El..

e Measu1s: Nonreactive Research in -
the Social Sciences. Chicago: Ran Mc Nally? 1966.- Paper, $3.59. (T)

I

*T, teaFher reference: H, high school: J, junior high; 6,.erementary
.
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LESSON #I

Examing Perceptions, of

AFRICA1- AFRICANS,

Word Association Pre-Test

An assessment of the students' knowledge ancrperceptions of Africa

is highly, recommended. The teacher an' use the - students' responses as

a guide in the selection of, topics o objectives he will emphasize

when tea-Ching about Africa. The students should-be esseSsed again at

the completion of the study Of the continent to determine if'thetr im-

pressions of Africa have changed.
Q

,Since studefts-often-are reluctant to. express -their ideas .about the

unfamiliar,- thts -test requires only a one4rord f'esponse. While.this

lesson was originally used in the sixth grade,-tt could probably be .

4 used from the third grade up.

,

General .0b* ctive I.
student will identify and exa ioerhit perceptions of Africa and

Africans and will examine the sources of his'impressions.

AS.

vf

,Specific Objectives 4-

1. The student will state h s own impressions of Africa and

Africans in a word assn ation pre =test and will learn

his classmates' impressiO4S-through tabulati6 of the-
.

results-of the word association-pre-test.

2. The teacher will assess his students' perceptions of Africa'
by tabulatingthesultts of a word association past-test.

30

t

C

'Materials

,01,4, 1. Flash cards of a-few well-known words400 Words from the

, association exercise.
./

'Interest Approach

11'-: 1. Make some flash cardirwith such words as "food", "TV", lend";
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and "game" On them. Tell the
you the first word that comes
flpsh card. Accept responses
give them.

class that you -leant them to tell
to their minds when they se& ech
from all studerits who want to ,

2. Tell the class that the`iire going to play a similar game in
making word associations with Africa.

Procedure

1. Tell the students that you are going to show them a flash card.
(Or; use the chalkboard nstead.') tThey are .to wriee the first
word that they think of relating to 'Africa. .Assure the stu-
dents that there are no right or wrung answer for'the exercise.
The words are:

Africa house
animal work

resource
people leader
clothing game,
transportation color
communication country
weather recreation

I

1

2. Have the students pass in their papers. Tell them'that to-
morrow you will let them know how the class answered the
questions as a group. .Save the students' papers.so that you,'
can compare their associations at the end of the study of

.

Africa.

3. The next day give each student a copy of the tabulation
of the group's vesponses. Ask them if they have any comments.
Have them. discuss their responses with each other. Ask them
idhat an outsider coulelearn about the class by looking at
the summary. Guide them to recognize that he would know some
O5.Uheirjdeas about Africa.

Alternative and Follow-up Actl-vites

lj

1. For the classes above the intermediate grades, flash cards are
not necessary to introduce the lesson.

2. Diqumes stereotypes and how they-are formed.

3. For high school students teach the.lesson"Introduction to ,

the study of 'other' people"; for elementary scho61, teach

37
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-"Films and Africa." (See Table of Contents)

4. Choose the next topic by identifying the areas in which 'the
students have the most misconceptions about Africa.

Teacher Comments

6t11, grade: It was essential t6 emphasize that the students should
write the first word that,ceme o their minds and not try to find the
"right' answer. My students th roughly enjoyed sharing each other's .

responses; it was well worth nding the timeoing over responses to
-10each word. During the discusIs the students again had to be remind-

ed -that-there is no single rig4- Iswer,

After 'studying African rural family life for three weeks, I re-ad-
mmistered the same association test and tabulated the responses. The
'tudents compared the two sets of responses to see how their impressions
of Africa had changed. Following is a comparison of my students' -respon-
ses to the item "work" before and after studying Africa. Although they

' still regard Africa as primarily rural, thefirlresponses are somewhat-more
representative of the occupations and yolork activities of Africans.

23%
10

10

Pre-Assessment

36%

15,

Post-Assessment

rubber plantations
hunting animals .

pottery '12

farming
planting e 0

-teachet
6 gathering fool 9 cooking
6 dishes.

. . office
6 weaving 6. get sticks
3- food 6' harvesting
3 plantation crops, fishing

, 3 slave 3 not too much
3, sheep herding 3 easy
3 making baskets I

3 playing
3 picking beriles
3 trading
3 packing loads op camels
3 gardening
3' no preachers
3 occupation

)".
3 not much

Resources

'
Beyer, Bdrry. Africa South of the Sahara. 'New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell, 1969. Hardback, $6,95: paper, $4.65. p. 8-15 (T)*

T, teacher reference; H, high school;"J, junior high; E, elementary

7
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.Hall, Susan, "African Mythology", in
_Afriq,An-American Institute,Are You Going to Teach About Africa? New .York: African-AmericanInstitute. Paper, $2.00 (T)*

ea'

4

,A

111

0

* T, teacher refer5Ace; H, high school; J, junior high; E, elementary
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LESSON

:Open-En d, Statement Pre-Test

.

K assessment of the students' khowledge and impressions'of Africa,
and Africans is highly recommended. The teacher can use the students'

"- responses as a guide in the selection of topics or objectives he will em-

phasize When teaching about Africa: The sludentS' can be assessed' at the

completibn of the study of Africa to determine if the students' impres-
sions of Africa have changed.

Thisexercise documents The' students" immediate, reactions to the

words "Af ica" and "Africans "., Although it is subjective in style, it

may be on of the more reliable methods of determining students' per-

ceptions f Africa:.

.34

-a

General Objective. 1 -\

A ,
%

The student will identify and examine his perceptions .of Africa and .-

Africans and'examine the sources of his impsessio4s.

,

\ 74

Specific Objectives .

1. The student will state
.

hiS o4n impressions ofAfrica and .

,Africans on, an open - ended - statements pre-tes't and will ?earn -'-

. his classmates'
impr)

essions. '

e. `. .............- ,

2., The teacher wit altisg Ilis'students', perceptions of Africa. ti

.,

.4

Interest Approach-
..

.. ...

r . ..

1: Explain that the'class will be studying about Africa and that
,

you need some information before teaching the material.
-..4

Procedure

qs

fi

_

1. Ask the students to complete the following statements;
se;

,
a. Africa is ...

-

b. African people are ...
6

4

c. ,Whet I hear the wordWfrica I think of ::.o,
-Er

d. Africans probably think AmeriCa is ....

40
7
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e. Africans probably think'Americans are

f.. Some things I know about Africa are ...

g. I would like (I would not like) to go to Africa beCause

2. Look over the papers when they are handed in. Discuss sonkof
the statements with the studente.

3., Ask tjle-students what an outsider could learn about the
class by looking at their papers. Guide them to recognize
that he would ktow.some of their ideas about Africa. .

Alternative and Follow-Up Activities

41
1. Discuss stereotypes and how they are formed.

2. For high school, teach, the lesson An Introduction to theStudy of 'Other'People."
(See Table of Contents.)

3. For elementary school, teach the lesson "Films and Africa".
(see Table of Contents)

4. Choose the next topic by identifying the areasin which, the
students have the most misconceptionsaboutAfrica:

Teacher Comments

5th. grade; It seemed to be an effective pre-test/post-testbecadse there were definite changes in..the
students'. impressions ofAfrica indicated On the post-test.'

11th. grade: When I gale the test, rhad to reassure the studentsconstantly that there are no right or wrong answers; it was not a test tdbe graded.

5th. grade: I used this exercise before and after a two -week uniton the African family. It was guite.easy to get a generWidea of the-studtnts' changes in attitude by reading through the tests: To get somemore definite ideas I counted the number of responses on "Africans are..."which were positive (i.e., indicated a respect for a different culture orrecognized the variety of Africa), neutral, or negative (i:e.,'used pejor- .ative terms or stereotypes). The results were:,.

Pre -test : Post-test

Positive 8 20
Neutral 11 8*
Negative 11

, ; 1

41,,
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.........

, if

I divided the responses to "When I think of Africa I think of...."

into geography and animals, people and social structure, and technology.

The results were:,

Pre-tegt ''Post-test

Geography... 19 9

People ' 3 -18

Technology 0 6,
N,

Resources .

Books:

Beyer, Barry. Africa South of.,the Sahara. New York: Thothas Y.

Crowell, 1969. Hardback, $6.95; paper,. $4.65. p. 8-15. (T)*

.A.
-,-

Hall, Susan, "African Mythology ", in African-American Institute,

Are You Going to Teach About Africa? New York:. African-American

Institute. Paper, &2.00. (T) ,

. .

* T, teacher reference-

41
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METHODS FOR TEACHING no-WESTERN IES

Of all the fields of education, the area of the me000ds of instruc-\
\

/
tiOn Nis received the greatest amount of attention. Practily every!

A,, \certified teacher has had some instruction in "how to teach". I,,ten,- `"-,.,

these courses are the most practical
of.those-which a prospect* tea-

t,cher has, but they are also often the most disliked. In the ar .t non-..

Western studies, the case is just the opposite.
Most of the wgrk has been

in curriculum
development and planningowith little or no att4tion given'

.

to the methods that a teacher can use in the classroom. In addition, it
is often assumed that the same methods apply to non-Western s udies that

7

f
, "worked" for other parts of thecurricaum. \, h

;
.

,,

,too often, classroom teachers resort to the lectue,
question and

1

I 4
answer,

"answer-the-questions-in-your-textbodk" akpro4 for to4e-lack-of
4

, .
..1anything better to do.

,

while they spice up the clasipccasion4ly
with

while

, itsomething different, the same format
la_frequently used for everything

I
A

that is taught in the classroom. Most of` these current techniqU de-
-

pend upon a more traditional, acacremic exchange rather than,s4ving' the
students an opportunity to be:involved in the learning themselves.

This section presents a variety of methods which are appropriate to
the teaching of "non-Western studies" in the schools. Many of them are
not new, and Many teachers have used some of in different forms. On
the other hand; a good many haVe not been used of tested in the classroom.
These are not "the" methods

to--use with a particular part of the curriculum
but rather are an attempt to broaden

the/repertoire of techaiques and5.-

, activities which a teacher.can utilize.-

Why do we suggest these, for
"non-Western studies"? Because the

43



study of other cultures and peoples often'has little to do with the fac-

38

'tual knowledge which a student learns. So mum is:related to the feeling

that a stildehtmay develop for a particular country, people or sin-

,

formation transmittal. while efficient, often does not provide this other

level of learning which is important fOr the students.
e e

kll

Many of-the methods are experiential. These techniques go beybnd the

purely ,cognitive level. They deal with the.affectiv'e dotain of a child's
0 . .

learning as well. Thus, the learning which takes place may be different
,-.

.

for different students in the
a
classr9om. Some may get information out of

, or,
- -.

,

the activity; others may'learn more about themselves and their feelings.

The teachers who will use these methods must be prepared for this difference
4

in student reactions and learning and must be equally prepared to dealwith

their own reactions. r

.

Some of these methods ,.require extra effort on the part,,of the teacher.

They are not of;eh easy to organize and conduct. They may require extra

research and thought, as well as Some creaeiVity that will make them both

0..

relevant and interesting to the students. However, the reaults from these
,

.

should be well worth the effort. Additionally,the students themselves
-* *

0,

may,:at first, have trouble with same of these,"new" ways Elf learning.

, -
When students are accustomed to a lecture-discussion type classroom, it is

often difficult to make the change to 'i'al.ore involved way of,learting that

requires more effort on their own part.
,

..,

I '

.

., .

.

% Each one of these will -not Bea resounding success the first time

'on try it. As with anything new you-and the students will make mis-
'. A 0.

takes. The hardest paft may be to try it the second time. Analyze what

went "wrong ' and how it darn be improved. Get students' opinions and then

give-it another chance.

441
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We.do.not want to over-emphasize the difficulty with using these
methods and scare off good teachers. On'thq other hand., we feel it is

tectssarTto point out some of the hazards. .We
feel, however, that

once teachers become. accustomed to using some of these "newer" methodsI

they will find them more fun for the students and lor themselves.

. x
We recognize that not all of these methods are appropriate to every

classroom-and t every teacher. Some' teachers will feel more comfortable
.

with sotae tha with others. However, we would encourage all to experi-i

Inent.-witii these techniques and to see what differences they might make
in the learning that takes place in their classes.

45
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CONTENT ANALYSIS

General Description:
. .

COlitent analysis relies on analyzing reading materials, films, gra-
hics, etc., for their content and their approach. Students are asked to

--Took at ,different examples of-these, some obViously biased and,some not,
and are 4sked'to(arrive at some opinions about the materia1:40 its "slant".

This method cs'designed to increase students' and,teacbers' aware-
ness of the,bfas, value Orientation and-tone of materials, Especially
textbooks and newspapers. By critically examining various points of view,
the students -*Old be better able to recognize how they are affected by

. them.

(

./

t

Group Size:

This can be used with an average size class, althOugh a small group
will allow more student participation:,

Time Required

There is no specific time required. ,Much depends oh How the teacher
wants to use content analys44nd how much time he. or she wants to spend.
It can be a part of many different.lessons and, in some cases; might be
the start of a semester't or year's work..

. Materials UtTzed:

1. Content Analysis,MaterialOreadings, films, pictures, records,
.etc.)

*

.

Physical Setting:

I

A normal clawbbm setting is adeptiate: MoveAble chairs would be aa
asset but are not necessary.. '

Process:
"V

1: Hand out or show the examples to be analyzed. If the students
are examining written materials, they.should read them and mark
,the Ards.or,phrases which reflect bias' or are value - laden',. as

well asjnake notes on the overall tone..

3D
46
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2. You m4ry, want to write On the board the things the students
should look for. Among them are: "loaded" words; paragraphor phrase bias; selective use of facts; half- truths;, stylistic
pecUliarities.

40

After students have examined the materials, they should share
theiranalysis with~ other class members and discuss any dif-
ferencesfin interpretation. If they do, you should en ragethem to look of why they have different interpretatio'

4. Other exercises students can do are:
cl

a. finding and analyzing their own passages from ts and
other materials.

b. re-writing selected passages to Make them more "fair";

c.

:41

4

...-taking an incident or subject and writing their own passages,
- which the class dansanalyze to see if-it is biased.

Special Instructions:

- Readings are the most convenient material for content analysis butfilms and other visual media are quite good and should be` -used when pos-sible. When selecting a passages be sure to select one that is not soobvious that it is "easy" (although you may want to start out with one).Students will catch on quite quickly and it is thesubleties which weoften miss.

Resources:

Fersh,,eymour. "Semantics and the Study of Culture". SocialEducation. May 1965.

, "Looking Outward." in International Dimen-
sions in the Social Studies: °38th Yearbook. Washington, D.C.
National Council for The Social Studies, 1968.

. .

,ForeAn Policy Association, Foreign News and World Views. New
York. Foreign Policy Association. 1968.

Examples:

eio

The following examples illustrate one way contentdone. PasSages dealing'igith thp Same event were taken
books and these were used for cpmparigon:

47

analysis can be
frOm three text-
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SECTION A

1. The Sepoy Mut'ny

British annexations in India continued to be. challenged. Differences
between the practices of Europeans and the beliefs of peoples of. India were
major, causes of tension. In 1857 a numberIT Indian troops (the Sepoys)
became angry ,because they believed that the rifle cartridges given to them
by British officers were coated with cow and pig grease. The Hindus con-
sidered the cow to be a holy animal and the Moslems considered the pig to
be too unclean to touch. This grievance combined:with other,factors to
produce the Sepoy Mutiny (1857). During this uprising many Sep0s mutinied
and massacred the British of Delhi and other cities. After a number of
atrocities by both sides, the mutiny was brought under control. Roselle,
A World History, p. 537.

2r. , A dramatic even' now occurred which ledltto an explosion, the Sepoy',

.

. , .

Mutiny of 1857. The British had begun to'make use of a new rifle in India.
Cartridges for tnese rifles had heavily greased ends. To get at the powder
in the cartridge, the soldiers had to bite eff the greased end. Rumor
spread that the grease was made of thelat of cows' This was very upsetting
to Hindus who believed the cow to be sacred. Another rumor at4:that the
fat came from pigs, an animal considered unclean by Moslem . Indian .-

soldiers of hoth.faiths became even more distrugtful of t ti h. Their
`suspicions that the "foreigners" wanted to convert them to Christi nity
grew. Even though the British said that vegetable fat, not animal, could
.be used to make the grease, the rumors were like "straws that bro the
camel's back". For Indian soldiers it was like a spark setting f an ex-
plosion. Koleyson, The Afro-Asian,World, p. 428.

3. The Indian Mutiny

The final. transfer of power to the government took place following
the Indian Mutiny of 185Z. This revolt began When a new kind of cartridgek
was adopted for use by the British Army in India. The army consistedof.
British officers and Hindu and Muslim soldiers. These soldiers were dis-
turbed by the fact that the new cartridges were smeared with grease and
had to be bitten between the teeth befpre being placed 14 the
story spread that the greaserwas a mixture of cow and pig fat. For re-
ligious reasons Hindu's could not touch cow fat, and Muslims,.pig fat. So ;

the new cartridges were the spark that set off the mutiny.

. At the center of the revolt was soMeOingmore important. Many Indians
joined the rebellious soldiers because they hied changes that the British
were making in India. Mughal aristocrats? and Maratha chiefs resented having
be'en displaced by the British and they hoped to recover their lost power and
prestige/ Soldiers from the disbanded armies of the'aristocrats and chiefs

48
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were angry at thei loss,of employment. hodox'Hindus Were upset by
Christian missiona y attacks On their reli on. And learned Brahmin
priests and'Muslim scholars felt threatened by technological innovations
which were undermining peolile's respect for,the sacred knowledge andceremonies. How could a peasant believe that all knowledge worth pos=,
sessing was in the head of a Brafimin when he saw a steamboat on the',
Ganges or a railroad with its shrieking iron horse which elched flamesand smoke? Stavrianos, A Global History of Man, p. 488.

43

SECTION

1. In June, 1967, the Egyptians tlosed 'the Strait of Tiran reading tothe Gulf of Aqaba. 'Tbis Gulf served as an outlet to -the world for ships
sailing from the Israeli port at Eilat. After several days of waiting to
see if the nations of the world and the United Nations would undo whatEgypt had done, Israel decided.that she had to solve-her own problems.

On June 5, in a powerful and lightning thrust by land, sea, and air,
its military thundered againdt Egypt and'her allies in Jordan and Syria.
In'three days the back of Arab military strength was broken and,their'arms
and supplied lay It over the desert wastelarids. Ierael4ipvereelming
victory wrecked the efforts of the Arab nations to ral1y.toA -fher-to getrid of that small nation.once'and for all.. Kolevson,' The o-Asian World,p. 572'.

It

2. The combination of closing of the Tiran Strait and the concertedArab.mobilization led the Israeli government to decide on preventive war.Beginning with air attacks on June 5, the Itraelis in a,few hours.destroyedhalf the air force.5of Egypt, Syrfa, and Jordan.' Then their,armies quicklyadvanced, and by the cease fire on June 10, they had reached the Sue/ Canaland the Jordan River, and occupied Jerusalem, the Gaza Strip, and Sham el-Sheikh on the Tiran Strait. Israelf losses totaled only 679, as against10,000 to 15,000 Arab casualties. Once.agafn the Israelis were the victors,thanks to Opir interior lines of communtcation,-theie"superior officer corps,aktheieht0 morale bormfrom-the knowledge that they were fighting forsheer survival.' Stavrianos, A Global History of Man,-p. 648.-

J. War broke out on' June 5, 1967, each side charqing,the oth4r.with-re-,sponsibility for starting h6Stil-ities. Vowing toErush the 19-year-oldnation, Egyr4jJordan, Syria, Iraq, Kuwait, Sudan, ,Tunisia, Morocco, Lebanon,'Saudi ArabiaOlgeria, and Yemen Joined the conflict against Israel, Arabradio statioWspoke of a "Holy War", and Itraei's 2.7 million people faced-over 100 milliqp,hostile Arabs surrounding them. Roselle, A World History,
.p. 717.

1.
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SECTION 'C

1. In the early 1960's Africa had a,population of nearly 275 million.,
About 70 p cent of the inhabitantwere of Negroid stock; -about 22 .

per cent wer Europeans, Most of the people in Africa were engaged'in
agriculture.

a

,.,

'In-the second half of the twentieth century maly old ways of life
continued in Africa. Yet Africa was changing rapidly,. Students were
studying at the University,of Ghana. Farmers were.begtnning to use tci-.
entific methods to plant cotton in the Sudan. Africans were l arning that
a serum was more,effect ve than a magic mask in guarding against disease.
Yet many problems remain d in Africa in the post-World War II In

the 1960's the people wer still fighting poverty 4a era. arly income
per person ranged between $89 anZi '$132), illitei-a (about nine out oft

4

' were illiterate), and disease (average life expectancy was 40 years). \ ,

They also had to establish new relationships with foreign powers. Roselle,
A World History, p. 719. .

o

2, A reOresenta of the United Nations flew tq Leopoldville on they
Congo- River in A a, C;imbing out of the .jet airplane, he,stepped into
0 car and drove r h almodern city. ;On each' side of the streets in the..
center of the o y h sawqhiny otels, n office-buildings;,tall apart=
ment hp44ses,:and stores:

,
` "R .

. . ,-

A few days lephii bk nesIlOok htmAnto tke,interior'. As he
stopped at a villmeOust:a.,stiort drive from leopoldville, hg immediately,
noticed the mild h the.vil1ageriwpd=the timpie:costdmes they worel
Many people had n learned4that their country.was,now independent
froOlelgium or that eopolidville was artlew Odlioderg city, bursting ...*

with activity. interest Was in'geitingAenough food to';eat or
hunting down a leopa. that had-been killing tomeAf theft, cattle.

.
6 1 Today, Africa is filled with contrasts, ickr it has one foot in the -ilk--

past and onefoot in the future. The "old Afrja-"',is'changing so rapidl;',
that it is difficult to keep up with it, xAs thapoges taki,place in the
cities, they begin to have a greater andigrg4t6 effedt i)pqn the "old

?

Ways". As a result, allpf Africa is beginning to show orange In some
places the change it considerable. Kolevson, The o-Asfan_WOrid, p.-580.

,, .

3: A TV, announcer advertises a program set in the grasslalid gamereserves
of East Africa as a "story of jungle adventure" a Magazine article refers-
to the "stone-age,natives" in,a West/Affican country Where Africans have
been using iron for many, many centuries. 'Such inaccurate ideas persist
in spite of,Africa's Increasing importante in wcirld affairs'. Millions of
Americans still thihksof Africa south of the Saharaias.a vast°, SfteaMy-

., , ."r '

a'
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SUngle, trincipall inhabited by man-killing beasts and naked .hunters -ignorant of the 20 h century world we share. 'Only by llgining moreabout Africa can we begin toOldis,tinguish the
facts ,froten long-heldmyths.

.

.

.

4

.

Africa has long beef important to the worlq, and to the United States.Mankind's first great technological revolution, in which people Idarned toshape stone into tools, occurred in Africa. Much later Africa, likeEurope contributed.a large,number of its people to pioneering the New

the eflorts,tof-Africahs as well as Europeans, and these two, coups haveplayed the, predominant roles in American history ever since' A long his-tory of trade existed bitween the United States and pre-colonial independent /
s:

Afriito states;*nd after the slave trade
was outlawed, Americans in their

.From the very first decades the American colonies were bUilt through
,

. .
- .

W A t half of/the world's people of Eurppean descent live outsideof Europe, w ile about a third of the' people of African background live onother continents. NoW that most of Africa has regained its independence,f .has dArica as more vte.'in the United Nations than any other continent.

clipper ships became the leading Western traders along the coast of EastAfrica. Today more than 11 per cent of Americans have some African an-cWors, and in their struggle for equality they are testing whether with-in a Western culture, liberty and justice can'eneapass all races. Stavri,-anos, A Global History of Man.

45
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CRITICAL INCIDE4TS

General /Description:

Critical incidents are short, one- to wo-paragraph accounts of a
cross-cultural event/or' situation. They usu lly contain a problem that
must be resolved in some way. The incidents ay be taken from the teacher's
or students' own experiences.or from the expe ience of some other resource
person, such as a foreign student, a returned. eace Corps volunteer, etc.
They may'also be adapted from textbooks and su Aementary readings. (See
Examples.)

They are\primarily discussion tools, used to summarize and highlight
a particular problem situation. Because various pembers of the class ,ill

have opinions on how the situation should be resolved, the technique also
helps explore different values and attitudes of individuals in the class.
The teacher can also chooseito,use them as a devick to teach the process
of consensus reaching and compromise. Istr

, I

Group Size: _

\

This can be used with a normal, clas'Sk-ze or students can be broken
into smaller "problem" groups. These groups should not be of more than

13-10 people. This size is best for the consensus- reaching activity'.

\

.

Time Required: \
' to

',..

Most critical incidents can be discussed in one class peridd, an4
often several can be discussed in an hour. DependingLon\the gAifip, Kbwever
-the examination of an incident canrun into several pdriods. Consensus reaih-
fng may also take a little longer. .

Materials U,tilized:

fte.
1. Aritical Incidents

2. Rating sheets (if uged)

Physical Setting:

\
Any stepdard-classroom. .Moveable chairs are hi hl deslirable (almost

essential) foP the small grOUp work and for large group sc ssion.

a. ,

J
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Process:

1. The writteR critical incident should be handed'tg the students.After they have had a chance to read and think about it, the teachershould ask for different opinions as to how the,problem
should be 're-solved.

2. As the discussion
continues, the teacher should Step out of therole of leader and allow the students to delete the ways of solving'the,problem. Remember there is no one solution so the students shouldn't be.looking for the 'answer.

3. After there his been an adequate amount of discussion andpostof ithe major alternatives have been presented, the teactier.should step inand summarize the various alternatives. You may find additional tnforma,-,tion is needed about the,cufture, and the students ca..), want to do some re-..search of their own.

51,- You may want to use a critical incident as a consensus reachingdevtice and, if so,youvshould add to the incident a resolutio solutiont0 the problem. This can be re you ali-eady know about or e which youwrite yourself.

a. Divide the class into small groups of 840 students andgive them the incident. Tell them they havea time limit 4.to reach a decision about what'to do.
'

b. They arelieit-given a rating sheet that .looks like 'this:

completely
agree

T

1 2

completely,.
disagree

T' T. T T T
4 5 6 8 9

Each individual student is to record his own judgment on the in-cident and the outcome on the scale first; then the group,is given thetask of (1) arriving at a group consensus-rating;
(2) givipg a mutually -agreeable reason for the rating and (3) an

acceptable,,substitutelactionin the incident. Voting or averaging is not allowed. Mben this,is,fin- .1ished they are to bring'theirresults
back to the

large-group-for review -and discussion.
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Special Instructions:
,/

48

Critical incidents can be taken from almost any situation, whether

from "real life" or from readings. They should be clearly written and

'present a problem situation which does not have an obvious answer

There are some 64* to keep in mind when writing a 'critical in-s

cident (or case study):
,

-r

** Decide what "pointscf view" you want to use--"I" (conversational
or autobiographical) or "he" or "thirdlperson".(conversational or

.

. biographical).

** Make sure to choose a sitvation where: (a) value conflicts exist

.

.
.

(b) people represent differing points of view: (c) isSues.are<
cultural, political or economic.

**Balance "good" and "bad"points so the Choices are not'obvious,.

** Decideon the specific point or purpose of the critical incident
(or case study).

** Decide on what the teacherlsrolgwill be: "Socratic".,

,Advocate", "Neutral Observe

j

** Think about how the critical incident (or case study) will fit in-
to other parts of the unit or lesson you are organizing:

Resources:

Wright, Albert R. and Mary Anne Hammons. Guidel4 es'for eace Cor s
Cross-Cultural Training. ,Estes Park, polo% o: en er or ;esearc

and Education, Washington, D.C., Peace Corps, Office, of Training

lb Support, 1970.

r 4-

Example: ,Criticalincidelit4?':otn<-

. The following is an example Of a critical incident developed froMra

passage in a .textbook.

"In the countryside the villag boja or preacher still has
a strong influence over the peasants., The nature,of this
influence can be seen in the following'sermon.preached by 'mv.

a hoja before a congregation "of women whose moralg-he feared..

would-suffer from contacts with the city:,

41^ 11*



'A certain army officer had a sister whorhe alloWed to 'Jivein evil ways. On her face she wore paint. Her hair was'cutshort and uncovered to the eyes of men. Her dress was in-decent. She displayed bare arms and naked legs to the pub-lic gaze. This indecent woman soon sickened and died- -ajudgment of God.'6

--A Global History of Man--pg.s;.-5042505

Critical Incident:

"I am proud to say I am a free girl who comes from a lib-erated family. I am allowedito dresi as city people_dressand wear short skirts and have my hair cut short. 'I like'the new ways. One day, however, I got into.trouble.' When'I was coming out of my house, a crowd was gathered ifront -and a'preacher was speaking to them. He was'soeaking a-.'gainst a modern girl: -'On her face she used paint. Herhair was cut short and uncovered to the eyes of men. 0edisplayed bare arms and nakel legs' to the Obblit gaze.'
As I came out -of my house, the.preacher suddenly pointedto me. 'There is one',.he said, 'thereA0s one of thosegirls.' I didn't know what to do, whether to advance or'go bad( into the house,(whether to speak or be still."

.

' . Other Critical Incidents \=

.
,

1. After going to school abroad for five years, Sutira returned toher country, where her large extended family lived.in the capital city.When Sutira told her father that she wanted to find an apartment w4th a-friend in another part of the city; he was troubled. He had plenty ofroom here old, besides, she was part.of-the family. Her education was'a:thing-of prestige to the family. Sutira felt s e wanted -her own lifd,. ' k... . howe0.k, and proceeded to find a new /place, eve though it cost tier_, '''. much of her savings.
.

. 2. ,Mr. SubramaniaM is a senior Indian Goverment Official,0/1 wasattending a conference in a'European capital. [Lonely one evening at. the hotel, he saw a.European seated nearby in the lounge Old struck upa conversation.

. .

The man, a Mr. West, was unfamiliar with India byt Was nonthelessamiable and expressed tnterest'in Mr. Subramaniam: During the conyer-

°1,p

sation, a friend of Mr. Weies ssed by. Mr. West introduced Mr.Norton (the friend), to Mr. Subra niam, and_Mr. Norton_said'hoW glad hewas to meet Mr. Subramaniam, and so on. _Shortly, Mr. Norton asked Mr.West if he could have dinner with him
the,followinvevening.',. Mr. West ,

4
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accepted enthusiatically. Neither man asked Mr.*Subramaniam, who was
right there, if he would like to go.

Ito

Mr.. Subramaniam, feeling unwanted and ashamed, asked to be excused
and left immediately.

50

3: My father was an important chief in our province during the colonial
period, so, I used to accompany him to important functions. One of these
was the coronation of our Sultan. When the Sultan entered tihe great hall

everyone'else stood; but the British officials quickly s'at down.' I was

shocked; it reminded me how our roles are,mainly for show, while they
have all the powey.

I 'am a mature,civil servaiit now, and have beeruable to send my
three oldest childr',gn England to study.

°

4
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General Description:

CASE STUDY

The case study is similar td the critical incident but is much .

more extensive and detailed. Where the critical incident highligbtsa situation, the case study explores it in depth. The case study is
more like a story, with chapterl; than one Vignette: Ps With critical
incidents, discussion is an important part of the case study method..-.where the students can express their opinions andexplore differentvalues and attitudes.

I
Case studies are extended explorations of a phrticular situation.(

4

They can range from several to many pages and may become very complex,
with many different characters and points of view. They may or may notdemand a decision or resolution at the end. There are some sources of
case study material but they may also be conitructed froM one's ovp_ex...___periences or those who have had cross-cultural experiences such as

51

. .foreign students, returned Peace Corps volunteers, businessmen, etc.

Group Size:
,

`As with'criticatincidents, case studies can be used with a normal f.\class*ize; bilt the work better-in'smaller groups, where students,can
\-participate miire'in,the discussion--ten to twelve studentswould be ideal'. \

,,

Time Required:\ '

,i' .
.,

Normally,'4a se f case studies would. be used over a long periodof time-- several veilcs perhaps. A single case study could be the basis
.far one,cass perioA pr could extend longer, depending upon the class andthe case study:-Mateefhl.

,i1

J1

Materials Utilized:

1. > Case Study Material

JO

Physical Setting: ,

.

*.A6.9.st#ndard classroom. Moieable chairs are high14 desirable, ek-peciallY ifithe group is broken,into small groups. If it is a'` large
.single group,'arranging the room in single circle is important for thediscusstft.

so,



Process:

- % T. The written case studies should be handed out to the students,
and after they have had time to read and think about the particular one
appropriate for this class, the teacher should begin by askingbfor dif-
ferent opinions on the case and the resOlution.

52:

2.: The teacher may want to step out of the role of discussion
leader Once the conversation gets started,- He or she may want to relJain
only as a,clarifier, or if the discussion lags, as an-initiator of a N
different point e view.

.

3. When it Seems as if the discussion has come to e satisfact ory
ending point, or even before that time in some cases, the teacher should
summarize the discUssion and the major points. As with the critical in-
cidents, there are no "right" answers and StuderitsIshoOd understand this.

4.' At this time you may want to proceed to another case, or yoli may

want to relate the discussion to other parts of the-lesson ar

Special Instructions:

In many instances case studies are gathered in a single booklet.
around a central theme. However, they/may:also be soiitarysases which
-fit into other materials.

To wrttf case studies will require some extra effort, ,but it will pay.
off in',the 'reality &case study brings to'discussion. When developing
your own, you shoOd keep in mind the points listed under this heading in
the "Critical dent" section.

Resources: -5:. , . ...
.

. Wright, Albert R-. and Mary Anne Nammons. Guideline; for Peace
Corps Cross-.CultUral Training. EstesPark, Co orado: r
for Research and Education: or Washin6tom, D.C..,.Peace Corps
Office of Training Support,"1970. -.

(

-,,

Spicer,-Edward,
";k
ed. iimipi-oblems in Technologicelge.

,

4, 4;
. New York: _Russell SalliNFUndation, 1952. ' '

.-, .
Niehoff, 'Arthur. A Casebook of Social--'' hanqe. 'ChLcago: Aldine

' Publishing CQ:, 1966.
\

\

7
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Examples: Case Studies

' .
N
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T. The frail, old, dlmost totally bli'gd lidy appeared at every clinic -session and sat on the dirt floor enjoying the activity. She was dirty/and dishevelled, and obviously had very little, even by Malaysian kamppng(local village) standards..

1 t
d 4. ,

One day the visiting nurse happened upon this woman 111 her IkampOng.She lived by herself in a rundown shack about 10 by 10 feet/ When./questionedhow .she obtained her food, she said she was often hungry, as she only re-ceiVed *food when she worked for others Pounding rice, 16oking after thechildren, and the like.
4

The nurse sought to obtain help for the woman. It was finally re-.solved that she would receive a small pension from.the Department of Wel-fare which would be ample for her needs.

At each weekly,clinic, the woman continued to appear. She had becoMea center of attention,
laughed,and joked freely, and obviously enjoyed herincreased prestige. No change was'noted in her physical status, however.She continued to wear the same dirty black dress and looked no better fed. .

The nurse asked one of the rural health
nurses ,to find out if thewoman needed help in getting to a shop to buy the goods she seemed so sorely. -in need of.

In squatting near.the.woman, the rur 1 health nurse noted a wid'of billsin the woman's basket. "Wah," she said,
nothing. Why is that?"

* .

The woman laughed and then explained: "I am saving it all for myfuneral."

is all here. You have spent

Discussion Guide:
+10

How do people approach activity?

What are the important goali

What is the nature of humour?
C.'

What is the nature of social reciprocity?,

What is the attitude towg;dproblem
solving?

What is the, nature of property?.

L

What are the relationships between man and nature?

59
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What perscinal qualities ate valued?:7

What are the attitudes toward change?

Case Study:

2. During a busy clinic session, a mother brought a girl aboutfour
years old to.the nurse., Upon examination, it.vias found thafthechild
had a fever of 103°F., and had been suffering'from diarrhea for three
days. When' questioned, the mother said that the child had been unable
to take rice for "some time".

The mother was advised that medication at.the clinic would not suffi5e.
She must bring the child to the hospital for consultation. She was advised'
that She and the child could go tti the hospital that day in the medical
vehicle. However, because'she had other children at home, the mother said
she would ijirst go home and'arrange for their care ancVgo to the hospital
later.

54

a

The follOwing.day, when the nurse checked the hospital, the child was
not there. When she asked the hospital attendant about the case, he
wered that the mother had brou I- child to the'dispensary, bu
she had screamed and bec ysterical, ad sent them home.', .

ecause

As soon as she coul , the nurse traced the ch to h village, and
discussed the matter fu ther with the mother. During conversation, it
was learned that theac older brother had had similar symptoms about.
two weeks previously. It was mentioned by the child's grandmother that
another child i,n the f ily had died two years before in the district hos-
pital of "fever". ,The n e-examined the child and found the tempera-
ture now to be 104°F. She explained to the mother and grandmother the
danger of convulsions and further complications in then 'personally sponged
the'child. jinally the mother agreed to take the hild back to the hospital
but the child refused. Therefore, nothing'could b- done. The nurse de-
cided that she would return to the clinic, get the medical vehicle and per-
sonally ake the 9hild directly to the hosOital.

Tha

She proc
women si
a small
to bee
the nur%
offered

The
mother w
peared a
necessar
The wome

afternoon the 'nurse returned to the,Vill
edeii directly to the house and found seve
ting on the floor near the child. Some b
urning Tamp were op the floor near the ch
ting.quietly-* her mat. The usual greet
took her place on -the floor near the mot

ome coffee.

nurse then suggested that they prepare to
tchid quieW as the nurse wept to pick u
leep on the mat. The grandmother then st
to take the child to the hospital since
sitting near the child nodded their head
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ge with the vehicle.
al neighbors alld older
tel,nuts, a bottle ,and

Thechild appeared
ngs were exchanged and
er. Shortly she was

go t(the tospital. The
the child who now ap-
ted that it was not
he was no longer tTl.
in agreement.

ff.
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G The nurse examined.the child and found her temperature now to be
101°F. The chijd roused'at that point and the grandmother proceeded to
feed her a bottle of water which the child took, along with a banana.

--' The grandmother commented that there was no need to send the child to
the hospital since the Tok Bomoh (traditional medicine man) "had taken
care of it". The wither nodded.agreement and the conversation turned
to something else. Shortly thereafter the nurse drove back to.the clinic.

The following day she again returned to the child's home. The child
was up and about,,and eating small amounts of rice. Although.the child
appeared to be recovering,,the nurse was convinced that a relapse would
occur unles;rproventive actions were taken. Despite her efforts to con-
vince 'he mother that continued treatment was necessary, the'respopse was
always the tame: "Tok Bomoh has taken care of it." The nurse tried sev-
eral times to explain why it was impossible for the Bomoh's treatment to
be effective, and that although the'chiJd_ldoked well, it might actually
be sick. Finally, the nurse became adamant in her concern and demanaN,
that the child be sent to the hospital for "proper" treatment. To this,
the grandmother replied: "Proper treatment has already taken one child
from us." Insulted, the nurse left.

e the nurse visited the village, she was approached by
the v llage chie before making her rounds. He assured her that everyone
was wel fat her services were notsequined,,saying:, "I'm.. sure

has better' t6ings to do."

Discussion Guide: ss

What different attitudes toward health and.healing are demonstrated
here?

What /
are the differences perceived between a hospital, nurse and a.

village spirit doctor?

How are decisions made in different societies? What constitutes
authority?

What different attitudes toward child rear* are suggested here?

What relationships are perceived between man, and. nature?

a

a
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SITUATIONAL EXERCISES

General Description:

(

56

This is essentially a short, free-form skit, partially written in
advance, using one or more "actors" who have had time to rehearse their

parts. It is similar to' the role-play, but does not require the partici-

pants to behave in a certain way as the role play does. 11

- The student is given only a general description of the setting, and

e m st rely on his knowledge of the culture and his wits as he thinks and
a on his feet in an unfamiliar situation. The "actors" need to be peo-
ple of some self-confidence who will-help move the situation_along For-

eign students Aging to participate would be the best "actors", but this
maynot always be possible. Good planning is a must for the success of
situational exercises.

Group Size:

Thee is no particular groubsize,.but it would be difficult to have
a successful situational exercise in a class larger than 25-30, since the
paaidpants_may feel threatened by a large group. , .

Time Required:

No particular time. 'Situational exercise's canbe done in 2-5 minutes
or can run 20-30 minutes, depending upon the situation and the participants.

?One class period would be sufficicnt.

Matertals Utilized:

I. Scenario )27/

2. Individual Roles'

3. Prpps (dress, artifacts, etc.)

.PhysiCal'Setting:

.Any standard 'classroom. One withloveable chairs is.most suitable.

Proc

The initial steps in setting up situational exercises are similiar to,
those of constructing a role play. A scenario should be decided upon, roles

62
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constructed and written out and; when possible, a,consultee with some-
one of that culture to check out the details. The situation should beconstructed to highlight the differenggs between the culture being studiedand the students' own backgrounds, and Should poe,.implicitly, some problemneedinb resolution (a white` youth in a 'black' home, a Westerner in another.county,', etc.).

.

1. '%---Dstribute the scenario to the entire class, who will.pe ob-,servers. This is the only information they will receive.

2. Distribute the roles and a scenarici.to,:the "actors" being"are-ful not to expose one role to the othei%

3. Seethe stage both physically--with
props, furniture, etc.--andeducationally by preparing the observers and participants for what theyaregoing to do. (There is a tendency, especially 'at first, to treatrole plays and situational exercises lightly, so the teacher's role is

very important in setting the right mood.) . /

-4. When all are clear on their parts, start the exercise Let itrun as-long as you feel it is productive, ut generally when things beginto lag, it should be stopped.

5. Follow with discussion, perhaps 20-30 minutes, organized aroundthese suggested topics:

a. What was each of the individuals.trying to accomplish?

b. Whatwere the problems?

c. What ,differences did you notice in each individual's be-.

hamior? What non-verbal differences did'you observe?

d. How do you thinkeach felt during the scene?

6: After observers have shared their-ideas on thase, allow the
.participants to give their own reactions to the same points.

Special Instructions:

,Care must be taken in writing the situation so it is believable--and performable. You.might have to.try several situations before you get:'the right one Be'sure that the.scenario is written as non -value -laden aspossible. It should, be a simple description of the facts and should notbias the reader one ymy or tie other. Make sure t4e roles are clear anddeScriptive, but do not make them so rigid Oat the participants have nofreedom of action.

Try as hardlaS possible to check -the accuracy of the exercise before

83 0.
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conducting ity This is a owerfui teaching de4se:and stereotypes and

inaccuracies are,often e aggerated with these types oKmethods.

When selecting a student-for the situational exercises, do not ne-

cessarily chose the ne who will "perform" the best, but ohewho can benefit

personally, from th- experience.

Th'e exeirct could be used again with an tbserver, and even though he

would have mor 'information and benefit fromthe first students' partici-
pation, the e ercise can still to a valuable comparative tool.

If video -tape. equipment As available, the'entire exercise can be ..re-

corded an4/then 'played back immediately or at a later time.

Resources:

Wright, Albert R. and Mary Anne Hammons. Guidelines for Peace Ccrps

Cross.-Cultural Training. Estes Park,, Colorado: enter-for, Research

and Educdtion; or Washington, D.C., Peace Corost ffiCe of TrAininq

Suppoft, 1970.

64
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A Situational Exercise-

'The Situation: A Tutoring Project

Because it is a large urban school serving a somewhat unstable

-, population, Bourdin School has, found it difficult to maintain close re-

lations with members of the community.. One particular aspect of this

problem is the increasing number of immigrants to the community from ,

different ethnic and racial backgrounds whqse,children are often very

unprepared--froka cultural and language standpoint--for the academic

and social expectations of the school.
S

.

. The principal, in an effort to improve the school's ervice to the
, s

community, set to work with members, of the English departnient and student

....

leaders and introduced a program wher#by older student
i
vollInteers would

. \

offer'tutoring to younger children\rom immigrant familied. These lesson/s.

would be given in the family's home. \ The school hoped that the service) . \ e

would result in more rapid a justment to school life fqr the new studenti
71

,!,

and increased confidence in:the school on the part of the new parents. It, ,
. .

might also offer a goqd cultural experience fd% the tutic`---'

I

r
?., ;

ft Mee Loon is. 15. Her/parents haye
i

very recently-em4grated.ftbm Hong,

L: iKong. Her English teachee at Bourdiri, observing her difficulty with.Eng-

lish, recommended tcOlee the student tutorinicservice,,and
suggested she

explain about it to her/ par4hts. If they agreed to the sessions, the

school would select a !student to, come id,,the House and arrange a tutoring,

schedule suitable to/the family.

6 5
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John, a 17-year old student in his final year of secondary school,

'. was told_ yesterday that the parents of a Chinese girl, Mee Loon, wer.

, interested in someone to tutor her in Enfilish. John agreed to viSi,

. \
the house whicWwas-located in the Chinatown district, and starCtutor-

ing he:r as soon as possible. ;

/
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Roles 'for the Situational- Exercise

Mr. Chow (Father)
.

You are the a head of the family in the traditional manner.. .

Although you had little opportunity'for formal education yourself, you

are quite happy that your daughter, Mee Loon, is getting educated. You

try to bring up your- daughter accordingto
traditional ways. Yeu have

hadNerY little contact with Bourdin School yourself.'

._

-.It made you apprehensive to ,tarn that the school was going to send
-----1.--- ,

instead of a: teacher, ayoung man--a student- -toe teach your daughte,
.

. .

,
-It also seemed uncomfortable for you that this young man would be coming.

22 to your house for fear of what the nelhborsamight make of it.

*

I

When the young man arrives, you, will be further concerrted aboyt the

length'of his hair,, his clothes,:and perhaps his unusual grances.

Mrs. Chow (Mother)

You' have observed with keen interest the deyelopments concerningr
these English lessons since they concern your d"hter. You are a sym-a

0

pathetic person altho h you arejelat$vely unexposed. Your husband is

usually the spokes the family to the outsidI e world and you are

therefore not Olitputcen th important raters.- You' welUld:of course,.
,,

.

;abide by any decision you husband makes. You are always courteous.-

67
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Mee .Loon (New Student)

62

You are rather quiet, particularly in the presence of a teacher'or

. -

your parents. You have been having a difficult till: with severa.1 subjects

at Bourdin Scho9ol, in large part, because of the need for Englistrlessons;

Your English teacher seems- to want you to start taking lessons but you

o not feet strongly one way or the other. YoU have been brought up to

respect 'authoritY%

JO4Cr(Tutor)

4,

,

You are eager to begin this new project. Besides the tutoring, you

, ,look forward to learning about Chinese culture. Although you have studied
, R .t

about other foreigri societies, you know0ittle ablut Chinese customs and. -,:(

...-
,:

,
0

.

traditions. You surmise that Mee Loon and her parents will welCome you
i

,

as.someone.who, can'introdke her, to your colintry and its customs. You are
,,,,,. P.'

a good student and a responsibe younupersOn.

:0

4
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, ROLE PLAYS
b.

General Description:
a

o

Situational exercises qand role plays,are very similar and are often
confdsed. .The difference is mainly in'the degree. to which the individuAl
"actor's personilities are allowed to be incorporated into their vies. '

In contrast with situational exercises, where the.participant is encouraged
to improvise and act as if he, is in a real situation, role plays are more/ structured and the roles are much more detailed.

a

As with situational exercises, role playing can b4 'extremely ef-
fective technique for haVing participanti experience, at first hand, some
of,the aspects of a culture which they may have only read about or discussed
in the abstract. It is a chance to translate these ideas into action. Es-
pecially valuable is the opportunity for the participants to be emotionally,
as well as intellectually, involved in inter-cultural learning and to beable to reflect on the experience. Role plays also provide the opportuntly
for students to act the part of someone different and.to gain'new persp5rtives through placing themselves.i.n somone else's shoes. "

In role plays, there is often a scenario as well as the roles for each
of the actors. The roles are descriptive of how the person would behhve in
this situation, and the participants are expected to conform to these "in-
structions". Because of'the roles, it is not necessary that the "actOrt" be
foreign students. -

Group Size:

There is group size, but it,would-be.difficult to have
a role playing situation in a class of more than 25-30,, since participants
may feel' threatened by a large group.

, .

Time Required:
.

No particular time. Role play situations can be done in 5-10 minutes
or can'run 20r30 minutes, depending on the situation and-the participants.
One class period would be sufficient.

.

Materials Utilized;

1: Scenario
0

2. Individdal Roles \./

3. Props (dress, artifacts, etc.)
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Process:

The initial stepsin settini up a rolei)lay are'similar tothOse of
constructing a'situational exerc se. (See "Situational Exercise).i -The
difference isthat the role play will be much more specific in the:defini-
tion of the characteristics of each role. Because of,thfs it is almost
imperative that a representat from the "other" oultiree work'with' you,
or at.least revise.the roles you have written. Inaccuracies and stereo-
types are very easily conveyed and, if so, the role play may do,more harm
than good.

1. Distribute the scenario to the entire class; the members will be
observers. This is the only information they will receive.

2. Distribute the roles and a scenario to'the "actors ", being care-
ful not to exObse one role to the. other. ,

3. Make sure that each person understands his or her role and that
there is no student who feels so uncomfortable with a role that he doesn't
want to proceed. There is often some natural, initial reluctanCe among'
some students, but there ,are others who, for a variety of reasons, 'do not
vent to play a certain role. They should not feel forced to do so.

4. Set the stage,, physically and educationally. (See "Situational
Exercise

. A role play can continue asiOng'is it seems productive- -or until
there is an impasse' in 'the situation.

6. Follow with a- discussion,. perhaps 20-30 minutes,- organized around
these suggested topics:

a. What was each of the individuals trying to accomplish? .

'b. What were the problems?

c. What differences did you notice in each participant's
.behavior? What non-verbal differences did you see?

, d. To what extent was the behavior of each person suitable
.to hg's task? How effective was he or she?

e.. low do you think each felt during the encounter? HoW
could you tell?

f. How might ybuhave approached the role? (any one).

7. Allow the partiCipants to share their reactions to the sae points
and to the other "acto'rs".' Their comments,should'indicate (a) how they
"felt and (b) hoW they might have conducted themselves to feel more comfortable-

,'
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and/or.be more effective.

.Special Instructions:

65
,

Roles. Oust be written clearly and credibly. In situational exercisesthe-instructions can be fairly loose but, since the role play is more,structured, it is necessary to be explicit in,the roles.

The scenario smAould be as neutralas pbssible. It should be a simple,objective statement orthe situation and should not bias the 'reader one wayor the other.
.4

i

.-Check the accuracy of the role play
before conducting it. .

After using pe Situationlonce, try having thesame "actors" changeroles and run through it againl. Or'have new,:flactors" try their han6'.

As with situational
exercises, video-tape equipment can be a valuabletool.

Resources:

Wright,'Albert
Cross-Cultural
and Education;
Support, 1970.

R.'and Mary Anne Hammons. Guidelines for Peace CorpsTraining. Estes Park, Colorado: Center for Research'
or Washington, D.C.,.Peace

Corps, Office of -Training.

Stewart, Edward C.:'Danelian; Jack; and Foster, Robert J. Simulating -Inter-Cultural Communication Through Role-Playing. :-Washington,,D.C.,'HUman Resources Research Office, George .WashingtonAt.

gxample: x .,\,

.

The following role play, while it deals with a situation faced byPence Cops volunteers, is an illustration of what can be done with whatap0eari to `be a'fairly simple problem. In, this example, we have not in,-cluded a scenario; you may'want to try your hand'at writing one for thissituation.

1.

o
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- My seventh class-had
eight weeks I went to the
Each time I.,was told that
even the principal, had a
of the keys as a mythic mf

appeared at the storeroo

Volunteer Dick

66

no books. Nearly every day at various times for
storeroom where the'supply of books was kept.
the storekeeper was out and that no one else, not,
key. I gradually began to visualize this keeper

an of giant proportions. But one day he actually
--a wrinkled little man i.PF-a grey turban.

I told him that I eded 120 English Book I's for my seventh classes.
I pcould see the books led in neat but dtisty stacks on the shelves. He

looked.at me in a puzzl d way. "Where are.your books?" he asked. Thinking
that he had not underst od my Persian I said, "No, you don't understand. I

do not have any books. That is why'I am here. I need to get books for my
three,seventh classes. I need 120 books."

"Not no," he said, standing, firMly in'the doorway. cannot give
you books unless you, give me books. I am responsible for the books in
this room. I am a very honest man. If4I give you the books 1 en I won't
have any books and how will I explain an empty storeroom tha was given to
me full of books?"

I tried to be patient with the old man. But I had to make him under-
stand the necessity 4f my getting the books.

I had worked or lly with my students all this time, but,each day they
asked me, "Where ar our books, maalem sayb?" (teacher, sir). They were
eager to have them, particularly since all the upper classes had books. I

had tried various w ys of writing outexercises from Book I as I remembered
them, but the school had no duplicating machine and this meant writing out
120 gapers by hand.

The textbookslhad been printed by thee-Ministry of Press, with the help
of volunteer-printrs, andthe government was most anxious to distribute
them all over the countrysin an'attempt to standardize the English classes.
The Peace gopos was a vital part of this effort. It was hard enough to
have to liiten-toimy students clamoring for books every day, but it was
even harder,,to accept the fact that because I-was unable to get books:For
my classes-I was' going against the goals set up by the Peace Corps and the
ministry. i

When my kids Went on to eighth grade they would be poorly prep.ire in-

n deed if they hadlnever worked with an English text., never.learned to ead

type - printed pages (students have a hard time making the jump from hand -
printed to type printed words). .

.
. ,

, I- was resp nsible-forteaching ttese boys and I owed them my best
. .

efforts. What would I have given them if,at the end of. the year they
didn't know how to read and they were unpreparedfor the work of tile next

,
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The most frustrating part of all this was that the books were there'in the very same building as my student's. The books were sitting in the
. storeroom waiting-to.be,used and my students were skting in the class-
. room waiting to use them. All that stood between the books and the studentswas a locked door and an illiterate man with the\key to open it.

The storekeeper was unable to accept'My reasoning, was unmoved by mypleading,,ana when I told him that I would t ke all responsibility for thebooks and promisedhim that every book)would ck in place at the endof the year, he merely laughed as if he thought I were mad. He,dOuld neverunderstand that not using the books was the same,thing as not having them.

I went to the principal to see if he could intervene on my behalf, butthere was nothing he could do since he had no key and the inspector from
the ministry would probably not come for several' months.

Time was pJsing and I was getting more and more desperate. I talkedand talked to the storekeeper but he remained invincible.

We could have a thousand PCV teachers in this country but if there
was a storekeeper behind each one, nothing would get accomplished. I don't--see,how Afghanistan is ever going to progress if everything is kept lockedupito rust and mold. It's enough to make you give up and go home.

2
V

O
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Kubhan Ali

68

It is not every loy that an old man like me has the honor of being
appointed to a government job. The people of ms illage,are 'very poor

and we have much difficulty in our lives. I will do this job well and
the government will perhaps look with favor upon y son. Our people are
used to hardship. My many years of lile'have se -n many evils and have
given me some knowledge of the ways of men. If it be the will of Allah,
I shall do my work well and bring honor to my fa ily.

Truly, it is a great responsibility for me to be entrusted with the
room of many fine books. I have not seen such books before in my life.
Even though I must travel .a great distance from m village to the school
I am proud to do so. Certainly this school is a ery fine'school to have
so many books.

There is the man from Kabul who comes to the school during the-year
to look at the storeroom. He wears a Western coat and leather shoes. He

is an important man with a high position and it is my greateionor to
please him. Should he take a good report of my work to the"Ministry it
will be very fortunate for my son, my family: nd my people. It is a

great pleasure for me,t6 see in my lifetime sucK things come to pass,
Allah bp ptaised:

A .

There are some things in my work that, with my humble background,

bout my position? He has very strange ideas. He 'does

are difficult to understand.' How can I explain to the young and impatient
man from Amer-jc

not understand that these boys will lose the books. They areNell meaning
boys but they are mischievous. Wheri 'the inspector from Kabul comes to see

the books and finds that the books are not here L will have to pay for them

and how am I to do that?' What shame it would be.for,my famify. What

should the man from Kabul thiofik of me when he finds that some of these
valuable books are lost? And what should he think if he comes to see his
humble friend Wbhan Ali and finds-instead the young man from America
sitting by the storeroom with the'key? He should think, now my friend ,
from the mountains has gone bidk to the mountains. These people are notr

suited for such work as I had suspected.all along. That would indeed be-:

a terrible thing. I would disgrace my family, my son. would.have to be "(1-

content to fart, his children would be unhappy. No, such a thing will not
occur. By the guidance,of Allah, I am a good and honest man and I will
live up to the respontibility given to me.

I do Ilot understand what that young man says about his students. I

know his students and they are very .content with him.- He is indeed
strange fellow. Imagine,'a map from Amerida becoming a guardian! That is

truly a strange idea. He seems unhappyghere--such a-village must be dif-
ficult for him. In America, Oillms are very large. Perhaps his unhappi-

ness makes' him discontent with our Wbple. .

o
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He does not understand that my responsibility is to make sure thatnothing happens to these books. He wants me to have an empty storeroom:What should I do if I had no books to look after? Each time I come Icount the books and make sure.they are neatly stacked. Each time all thebooks;have been counted and I-have not lost one book: This is my responsi=bility. How can a baker make bread with no flour? ,.
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The Inspector

It is very difficult to deal with'thesb people who keep our store-
rooms. They have littl,iwinderstanding, no education, and cannot be
trusted. One must be v y firm with theM or else there would be all
kinds of corruption and dishonesty.' It is my responsibility to see that
such corruption does not occur. I have forty villages to inspect in

Province -- ,indeed a great responsibility.

I must k my'eye on old Kubhan Ali--he.is the newest storekeeper
in the distr ct and, as they say, a newservant can c8Och a running deer,
buts he is onl, Hazara and .his family is poor. Those people must be watched
because we cannot expect very much from them.

Also many new supplies were recently sent to that school and it is
necessary to make sure that they do not get misplaced.' The ministry has
been able to increase the production of textbooks, much to the benefit
of our country and we must see that every school in Afghanistan has the
new English books.

I 'am very careful to keep records of what has been given to the
schools in my district. At the beginning of the year we supplied a total
of'300 boo s tothe school'where Kubhan Ali keeps the storeroom. Each
time I go o that school I must make sure that none of the 300 books has
been misplaced. ,The people in the smaller villages'are ignorant and do
not know w to care of books and we rust teach them the value of
having the e books.

I know only too well how difficult it is to make the students under-
sta d this. As soon as they get the books they sell them in the bazaar
and they become They leave them outside and they become dirty.
They make marks iigthem with their pens. Therefore it is important to ,,
make sure that- the fine books printed by the ministry are not lost and
ruined.

I'am not sure about this Kubhan Ali. It is necess ry for me to be
very firm with him and to make sure-he pays for any book that he loses
betause of his carelessness or irresponsibility. If the torekeepers in
my district lose books or bee subject to bribes it is bgcause I have
notbeen firm enough with'them. How will I explain laz guardians in my
district?''How n I write my report and say that we .ve out 300 books

lk

at 'the beginnin of the. year end at the end 'of t ear there are only
200? Truly thi is not good for me. The niini ry has'given very dirett
instructions to all inspectors not to tolerat: lazy`or irresponsible
guardians in-our district. It is necessary-f r our country to develop
responsible people. ..



Volunteer Joe

As far as' I'm concerned, Dick is.dbing more harm than good. If he'd-just stop running around long enough to realize how things really work inthis country,` .jet'd be a lot more effective. If he's here,to help thesepeople learn how to-teach English, he's going to haveto play the game bytheir rules. Afghan teachers
certainly*can'cgo.running to the Peace Corpsoffice'every time they need books. A Volunteer should be inventive.enoughto make good use of what he does have--even if it's only a blackboard. Asa matter.of fact, my students only have worn out copies of Michael WestReaders--that is, about one-third of the class does. So what I'm try+tg todo is to take exercises out of the one copy of the English text which Ihave and .tie t .in 'to the work in the reader.. 'I've convinced Abdullah,the other Engl. h teacher, to come in and watch my lessons,once a week andthen I go watt him while he tries to teach the sale lessons to his stude ts.He, too, has only one copy of the official text, and he uses his'one bookand his blackboard. I can't say I'm making tremendous prOgrewo but Ithink I'm accomplishing

something.
,f
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c- The.Book. Debate` involves a common problem and onethat creates much tensionifor Volunteers. The role of the hostnational, ihowevero is drawn with sympathy -rand logic. ,Contrastill this view of a host- national's behavior with the description'(drawn-from a Peace Corps Handbook) of "The Teacher" in anotherculture. This seco dy gives an "explanation" of the host
,...

i teacher's 01.14vior, acked by, a great deal of factual material.It is, howelltr, a- erficial and ethnocentric
explanation.- Staff should emphasi e the qualities of empat-by,and cultural re-__spect in the development of their materials if they wish them too acceptable to thetrainees and effective.)S.

. The Teacher

F. (Description of a co-worker written by a PCV for a Peace Corps CountryHandbook.1
I

For a Peace Corps Volunteer to trytio influence the-professional beshavior of.a hos country teacher.ia little bit like trying to.' giveodirec-
/tions to/a talk ng marionette. He may understagg/what you have-to-Say tohim, and agree
wholeheartedly wit4,your-ideas,,, but unless.you can getthrough to thelOppet-master way up there pulling the

strings,the marion-

li
e,i

1)4

.
.ette.is highly unlikely tondo anything you want him to.

.
This analogy is admittedly a crude and rather pessimistic one, ut it ,.does illustrate some rather important

relationships between the PCV, hit. fellow teacher, and the educational hierarchy. For it isinaed an unusual,
,

.

, a ,

...

I
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teacher who does anything differently from he way it has been done tra-

ditionally, without the prodding of a directive from national or provincial

officials%

It is not difficult to understand thisstate-of affaits if o

siders the natpre.of teaching as a profession in this country. Traditicin-

ally, the teacher has ranked in the higVest social class,in the country's

society -- obvious from the fact that -the respectful term ofddressing a

man of any profession is "Honored teacher". In modern times the teaching,

prdfessioevspans the middle class socially and economical'y.

Working condit ons for host country teachers, 'although abysmal to

Western mentality are actually rather comfortable. While hours are

spent at school--50 hours eek is common--the average to ching load-for a

secondary school teacher i 20-25 hours fer week, with 30 or 35 hours being

an unusual load occuring only it schools giving tillegal but common and:re-

quired4 extra-curricular lessons designed to boost their studentsr.per-

form4nces on entrance;exami'nations. These classes usually mean extra pay.

At certain times of the year teachers, especially home-room teachers, are

4-given large amounts of administrative paperwork to do, while everyone moans

and groans for a couple of'weeks each semester over grading
f-

quarterly ex-

aminations. But during the rest of-the semester, thanks to a system that

does not require lesson preparation, homework or quizzep, everyone spends

3 or 4 hours a day between the morning and afternoon teachets' meetings

comfortably lounging around the-teachers" room, chatting with friends;

- reading, or snoozing at their desks. In the. winter the pot-bellied col

stove becomes the center of everyone's life.

Peace Corps Volunteers inevitably prove incompatible mith this do/Y..

'%ociety, and with few exceptions have arranged their teedhinorsdhedules in
.such a way that they leave the school on certain days of the week, for-

saking the sewing circle for projects'elsewhere.p This certatnlypuzzles
most of the faculty members, who consider sociall2ing and staring at the,
ceiling as valid a.part of their-life as the oral' textbook reading, that
constitutes a lecture to their students. 'Without centuries of the Chrts-
tian ethic to drive them (for host national idleness is not only not a sin,'
but is preferable to labor) what to the American teacher is,intolerable
boredom is to his host national counterpart a natural state of being. And

thus the PCV intent on making grassroots changes in host country education
finds himself'floundering around in the wide gulf.that separates Eastern
and Western cultural attitudes toward work and education, 1

For it is a Plain fact that in.its present stage of Westernized de-
veTepment, this country has not gone very far toward adopting ouradeal-
ization of _education as an adventure and .work as a fulfillment of'one's_'
potentialities. For host nationals education is boring,drUdgery that-one
endures in order to.get a job that is,lothtng more than a rice bowl,, plain
or fancy.' 'lie puts as little into_both:Asis regUired to get by'; and
achieves satisfation in life from camaraderie, from.the achievements of
his sons, and,from the rest of the web of human relationships-that make
up tlIe- essence of society.
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° Hence the individual teacher doei not often consider the poSsibilityof trying new ideas or approaches, even though he may be aware of and evenimpressed by the merits claimed by foreigners for such techniques. His jobtsto prepare students to passthe next entrance examination; this has al-ways been done bAlectures(froM
the textbooks, which happens to be themost effortless way.to teach; as long as the Ministry of Education is sat-

,

isfied, why should he go to the trouble of worrying about these imported.ideas?

As soon as the Ministry gives more than lip service te) new teachingtechniques and curricula, however, the teacher rapi&ly becomes concerned.Then this becomes relevant to his rice bowl, and there is no question ofhis compliance with any order that is issued and enforced from the .capitol.

4
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SIMULATNS AND GAMES

.

... .
. .*

General Description:

The difference between games and simulations-is:Very small; games

usually have some scoringsystem and are played with lokens,,where sim-

ulations normally do not. They are both relatloselyto situational
'r exercises and role playing, since there are elements of both of these in

dames-and simulations. ,

The general definition of a game is'that it is a contest between op-
ponents for an objective controlled by rules; asimulation is an opera-

ting model of a physical or social situation. This is a technical dif-

ferentiation, and you will Oftenhear them 'referred to as simulation

games.

They can be purchased through a number of designers, or you may want

to develop your own. They can be used at almost any level and in most '-

subject areas. They are especially useful,in the study of other cultures

and systems and have the advantage of involving larger numbers of students
than role playing or situational exerciset.

Group Size:

This varies depending upon-the game. Some are designed for'aslew

as two people and others have as Many as'thirty. If the simulation ga

has a small number, you may want to set up several versions of the g

going on at the same time) C.

Time Required:

,Most simulation games take over am hour, and some can be,played for,

days or weeks. It would generally be'a mistake to try to shorten a'gaMe

because,of time restraints. '

0

Materials Utilized:

This depends on the game and what is provided with it if it

commercially-sold; or if you design one yourself, whatever you decide to

_,/ include. In either case, be sure that you have all We.materials needed

before you °start.

Physical Setting:

Again this depends in large part on the simulatibn game, but genet.-

,,, 4 ally the normal classroom is adequate. Moyeable chairs are an 'sset. In

some instances, you may have to-fifld'a larger` space, `such as a 4Ym or audi-

. torium, orsexeral classrooms. :',
.

--,

. . .
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he specific procedure depends upon the indivitual games or sim-
ulatio u are using. Commercial games have their',qwn instructions
with a detailed sequence of events. There are, howevee, some general
comments that.can be made.

:'1111014 '1. Make sure'yOu are clear on all instructions-and detaillr
of the simulation or game/before-introducing it in class. Checka the sequence and scoffing system; if any, so that you .can answer

.any questions.

0

2. Hand out materials and explain rules or details of the
gaMe. Give the studentS time to look over the materials, read'
the instructions and ask'any questions before the .game starts;

3. Set up the playing area pnysically,and have all equip-
ment needed ready for use.

4. As the simulation gable progrestes, your role 'as teacher
will be that of a game master or referee--interpreting the rules,
keeping"time, settling any procedural disputes You should be
available, but do.not inject yourself into the game unless it is
absolutely necessary.,! . ,

'5. As the game conCludes, collect the materials d total the
score, if any, aid rearrange the room for, discuss' 'The discussion
is as important as the simulation game itself nd you should be
preparedto spend a gbod amount of time cussing the game. Gen-
erally, the discussion should touch-o these points:

# 4 k

75

a. What happened during the game?'

b. Who "wannimpd who "lose?,

,c. ,How did you feel during the game?,. How ,d6 you feel now?

.d. How do you feel about the others?

e. What would you do differently?

f. Why do yoU Oink.people acted as they did ? -

4. What was inevitable abouflthe game? What was under the
participants' control?

h. If a simulation, how accurate do yOu think it is?,

8-1
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Special Instructions:
.

As mentioned before, it iWmpor'tant o be clear on2xules 610 pro-:

cedures before sitar g so there arelio'mikups during the simulation or
/ game. If yob,. are d signing y* own, you i

e

ould play itseveraI Mmes to
work out any 'bugs. t might 'e in the gap

Games can be a powerful learning devi,te, but this dependt a brept
deal upon the kind of discuss* fpllowingithe gamt. You should give as
Much thought to tne'discussionas the'playOng of the simulation game it-
self. Written and tape recorded impressicOs would also be valuable.

. An important part of the discussion should be the emotional aspect.
Simulation game situations canbecome,very serious and intense,,and bring
to the .surface strong feelings &': Talking bout attitudesVnd values im-

portant and ,should be given attention equal to the,conteht of the game.

4 -

Designing your own game or simulation is not difficult but does take
time. There,are some basic guideliflestofollow:

1. Define the objective

2.. Determine the scope o: the game.,

3. Identify key actors.

4. Determine the actors' objective

5. Determine the actors' resources.

`" 6: Determine the interaction sequeite amonithe actors.
V

7. Determine the decision rules or lriteria actors are to
, (ollow. °//'

I .v-.. , ,

8, Identify .external, constraints on-tile actors.

9. Formulate scoring rules or win_ criteria (if applicable).

10. Choose form' of presentation and sequence of operation.

4

Resources:
.

Gordon, Alice Kaplan, Games for Growth., Pilo Alto, California:
Science Research Aspciates, Inc,, 1970

Nesbitt, William: Simulation Games'for the Social Studies ,Classroom,
New York:, Foreign Pol icy. Association, 1986r.

4
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NIXED CULTURE GROUPS

7?

General, Description:
I

Mixed culturer are small groups organized for learning aboutaspects of various cultures from the members of the group. Typically, .9at least two'different cultures are represented in the group although
many more can be included if §o:clesired. Often the members of the groupsexchange information, questions, *presiions, and feelings about the cul-turesrepr'esented and about each other.

.

.This technique may,take some'special arrangements and a little extra,preparation but the results may be well worth the trouble. This would bea supplementary, ."real life" situation to study about'different cultures.It would introduce many students, for the first time to someof the ele-ments- -and difficulties--of communication.
-.....9

. .
.

.

.Participants would be students from the class on one hand, and in-
dividuals from other cultures on the other. The best source for thesewould be foreign students from:area colleges. Wh\le there would be anage differende, in some cases this could -be minimi ed: The focus of thegroup would be on some of the customs and cultural similarities experi-, 'enced between members of the group. . The group -should move from the purelyexotic or superficial aspects to more basic assumptions about ways of life,such as ways of°raising.children, workattitudes, dating-courtship, cus-toms, respect for elders, clothes, friendship, etc.

The groups could be, run on a continuing balis-7once
a week, twice a ,month, once a month- -and could'be done informally at someone's home, ifpossible, after'school.

.

.roup Size:

-
. -

.. The group should not exceed 12-15 participants pr some of the samereasons as noted in -Small (roue Discussions% _

Or i

. . .

I.-

.. ; Time.
.

.

. .
. i

.

Depends on group andvurpose pf groups.- On the average, each meetingshould not last more than two how-4. ; )- -,

..,

Materials Utilized: ,
" ,

5 ,

.
.

.

'are

.. ..

No specifiC materials are necessaiv: ,They should come from Withinthe group. You may want to Provide a readina_or film to stimulatedis-
C

.

'1, cussion, however.
. .,,' -'

.

. ,
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Physical Setting:.

Should be as comfortable and informal as possible. Anything which
is conducive to an.easy,flow of conversation shoqd be tried: Canfortable
chairs, quiet surroundings, coffee and cokes, et-.

Process:'

Much of this depends on where the group wants to go.. Consult the
"Small'Group Discussion" Section for specifics about process.

O
Special Instructions:

, Mixed culture.groups have a special function and are not appropriate
for everyone% Proper planning and preparation are important for their
success.

Studenik may want to bring questions and points of informipion with
them to thellirst session. Be careful, however, not to let the "discus-'
sion" turn intea,"Meet the Press" session where the students do all the
asking and the foreign participants do all the answering.

Resources:

Wright, Albert R. and Mary AnneHammons: Guidelines for Peace

Corps CrosS-Cultural'Iraining. ptes.Parkp Colorado: Center for
Research and Education; or Washingtoh, D.C., Peace Corps, Office
of Tv*ningSupport, 1970.

es, David S. ed. Readings in Inter-Cultural Communication;
olume I. Pittsburgh: Regional CoUncil fOr International

,WERT6h.

Doob, Leonard, ed. Resolving Conflict
Workship. New Haven: Yale University

P
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Press, 1910.
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CULTURAL ASSIMILATORS

General Description:

Cultural issimulators are, in essence, a Rrogrammed approachtolearning about a culture. .They have been developed by a group at theUniversity of Illinois for training purposes. They can be obtainedfrom this group or.an xperienied teacher could-Write his o4,wn..

This technique can be used individually by students without thedirect'help of the teacher. 'After completing several of the exercises,the class can discussidetaili of the cases and do further research;ifnecessary.

79

Group Size:.

ilt
Av. 'Cin be u With; an94pdgeoup, but di,scussior,afterwards shouldbe in smaller roups4 . ,

.
, .

IFTime Required: %
.

1
.

,

-' VarieSt This depends on Ithe individual student and on how muchltimeis spent in dicussion'1

2

.

A )
,

. e ,

. Materials Utilized:
- '

, .
.. )

/i

l Cultural AsOmilators;,
2. Paper and Pencil

4 '

Physical Setting:
1

. .

. .

.
.,

.

) A normal classroom setting is,adequati.
Moveable furniture is_

. siMble fOr discussion_.
.

.
:

...

,

.4
Process.: ,

..;

ll Hand out the culturil assimilator materials. Give. studentstime to exaMine them and ask any questions theymay have.'
: .

.. -,,..

2. ,StUdents'should go thrbugh the,atsimiiator step.by-itep.ac-
cording to the intt*tions,.

o
s

s

. 3. When'studeft are finished they may*wantto compare answers i ,
may

and 'discuss why the answered asi they did.
,-.- ,

.,

a

e-
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Special "Instructions:' ,

If one dtvises cultural .assimilator type materials of s own, it

is very important tht'tbeir atcuraey be checled, thorough y. Because

.0. . of the type of materials, if there are'inacqUracies, these can,be MOg-
leading and can'be more damagitg than instructive.' You should use the
"Cultural Assimilators" already published before trying your own.

N .
0,. . 0

Resources:

""

"Cultural Assimilators" for various countries cat be obtained
from the Grcrlp Effectiveness Research Laborato-ry, Department
of PsychOlogy, Universitylof ITlnots, Urbana, Illinois.

. I

Examples:

0

1,

4

I

4
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An Arab studerft asked his .c.o -workers- c hi t lab. a*sistiantthip ..: .,', '1/

l
.if they wanted to". go to:lunch wi th 'him -at todent 'Union. TheY,_.

el .-
agreed, adding that it waS 'time ,to ea,- :arid

'
e,V atr:chatie Key ...: ::.'.

..-.went to the union where, they got in line at -the cafete la", 14henz they '.:::. -,. r --

9

81 .

.

k4"- :

cached the cashier' s sta Arab "student whe,..wat- first in -line , .

(pAid for.a l 1 of them: When
.

-:-;31group* got V) thei r table, ,his: two Jo- _

workers' insisted.on g Tg the'. Arab StUde 1.the.,mo'ney .fori-! their lunr:.tres . --4* '' -The Arab refused it, but the AMerlians; trisi stew ; 'or1/4- the .pnik s4-tting.:."

beside him swept the mo.noff.-the .tdble sand dlifilOd ..it' i.nt(kt-be,!ro-rei.gii. .
, -, -- ...'s -- ', 7. ' r s. - 4. student' s jacket pocket. Lqer., r.the.IstriericAns domented -that Vie At4i.b.-:;:::..E.; ' 1. ,....- .1 ,...student had been unu:sually.-4irte and reserved .1.,vhile..fikate.lits lunch .'
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If the Americans had azalyzed this. incident correctly they

. .
probably would settle op which .one of the following explanations toe

'i. .
.

the Arab's behavior during lunch?

1. The Arab graduate student must have had an upset stomach.
Go to page I.

, . i .
-,

N
'...

2. It is the Arab' custom rift to talk during meals.

Go to page II:

1

. -
3. The Arab student had wanted td pay for their lunches and he

was' hurt that they wouldn't *let.him. Go to page III.

4
4. The Arab student felt-the Americans thought he was too poor

to.piy. Go to page IV. ,

\- e
5. When he was away from the lab, the AraVhad n thing to make

Conversation about. -Go'to page V.

-16
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You chose 1: The Arab gradua te studenrmust have had an upset'_

stomach.

This is a bad choice. App-arently you missed a key poit(t.

A stomachLupset can come on suddenly- -but if it does, would one

continue eatat 4td watch others do the same?

t1/4

'

r
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You chose 2: I/) is the Arab custom not to talk during meals..

Sometimes people may wont to- eat in silente, tett if .such is

their mood, why would they suggest that other people\ eat with, them?

ghtle the- members of- some cultures do dine in silence, this is not

r .
the custom with members of the Arab culture..

/

O

4

.

;

.
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1.- You chose 1: The Arab student -had wanted to pay for their lunches, ,
1

andihe wis -hurt that they wouldn't let hiM.'

85

4

11$

, Most AmerIcans would not, under the 'pi cumsances, t terPret the
Arab's invitation-(an mbiguous- word, isn't tt?) as implying that he

$' (-).intended to pay for their lunches. iloWever,fin Ar cul ure, a suggestion
A

that others join yOu in eat g is an indication that youare,--i-nv-i-t-ing--.

them tb be you'r; guest; -it is a gesture of hospitality and generosity.
*

No wonder the Arab student'was upset!.F As the situation evolved,.
-it really wa for _the Arab basically a case of the guests' s*pplytnq.

,

their own food after they had aecepttehis invitation.
.

. ,
1

% .

1 : i I

, '
I r...,.

1 Aside -from, the confusion, the strident .mujst have feltover, they ..
,

apparent' inconsistencies in the behavior%f the ;icier i cans 1.
. I probably

4

..,

felt that their behaviorowas deliberate ection of his hospi....*,

tali ty--and., therefore; of -his. friendship

All over the world acceptafjc of genet° y an talit rn-.
JP,' ,. fvolves amore or less rigid dbligAt 0 repay an.mapprtx ately sim-..

ar fo'n sometime.- .

I

\

4

'r'') A generous ArA, when thanked, may ..slay., "Dd.et thank -iile;4you.will A

..._..,__
:.t --

: : \ :, 1 , .

A \ P

e a me somedAYi" -/
If 4....,1.,

:.,- ,..' ..\/
7

: i I \..

i te t 4 Iv'
An American rePu .invi ation to b 'a est-eis my h more likely

`'N-
3to sa if's gcr.-;lbu.tch'

, )" 4 ..
,\ 41:

I

".. -_,.
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IV

You chose 4: The Arab student.felt 'that the Americans thought he

was too poor to pay for all the lunches.

InerreCt. You have overlooked sign.lif.icant information which

shou d have indicated,to you the correct information.

This thought may have passed through the Arab student's mind, but

ttWould probably- not be the first One, nor the one mainly dweltrupon.'

-

One of tlieother alternatives would proAde/a better explanation of the

young mart's behavior.
.

.

_ate -read the passage,-noting carefully what ni4ens.and how each of

the Pepa:le involved bel4m45 toward the'.others at each point in the "epi -.

- 4

sode.
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V

You'chose 5: When-he-was away-feom the lab, the Arabocad nothing

to.make'conversationl-to about.

1

--02.=-1.

Wrong. Your-answers inconsistent with the-given information.
J . D

Since we've all.met some people as narrow in theirtintei.ests as

this, is this choice culturillY relevant?

Furthermone, this choice practically contradicts the sittiati6 as .

described in thepassage.

e-

e
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Outside a classroom during ten-minu1to break, Oeral Americans efe:

and an,Ararstudent were exchanging ideas about a pr ject on which

they, were working. When they h first come Out for the break, most .

of the Amerisans out cigaet and lit rem.- THg Arab stillent

watched them;Nthen, hesitab0 he finally took out his p/irt ofcig-

arettes-and lit one

-their project'work,

f
Aftar the br..0s_t14_.014g.d and they returngsl_to

the Arab itudenl was very quiet,-Ad he 'spewed

slightly hostile When he didispeak,

0,

4.

t
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Which of the foTiowing do you think is the most iikelY,reason

for the apparent change in attitude on the part of_the Arab student?

516.1. He had said all that he could. Go to page VI.
. -

I

2. He didn't like the brand of ciprettes tbe Americns smoked
and was contemptuous of. their choice of cigarettes. Go to
page VII. -.

natimal manner forian Arab student in an
i.e.)his moods chfinge quickly-. Go to

3. He was react4M in a

American university;
page VIII. 40,

. He was offended that
cigarette. Go to pai

the American'had not offered.A a
e IX.

:

5. )4e thougfit that the project work done after the break was
silly. Go to page X.

r` - ,

O

4

C
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C

vi
,

b

..(
,-:.

.:,_;,.

Your, answer Was 1: He had said all- thaOie could-.
. v .

-

It -is,,evidegt by your resgonseo that you.., have, completely missed
. ,

..4

the point. tti

.... -

The incident:indicates that:the' Arab ;student not only was quiet
. "i

,

'IP

bud he also showed siqnS of hostility. If he had just tun out of
%

ideas, would there be any reason to:be hostile tp the others?

a

th

O

I

a
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°

VII

Your answer was 2: He didn't like the brand of 'cigarett4 the

Ame, icans smoked and was contemptuous of their choioof cigarettes.

No. Do riot fall asleep on the job.

AN.

This is an incorrect choice. Would most people become hostile'.

r withdrawn over other people's brands of cigarettes?

e

97
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VIII

92

Your answer was 3: -He was reacting in a natural manner for an

t'

Arab student in anAm ica university; i.e., his moods change quickly.

Avery poor'answer. You are wrong.
-

it is not natural for an Arab first to be friendly with a group

of.peopre and immediately afterwards to be hostile and withdrawn. A

change of this,Wtis caused. The quegtion is: Who or what caused

the change described in the- paragraph?

;

1

O

4

11
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IX

,,, Your answer was 4: He was offended that the American hdd not

offered .him a cigarette.

Good:. This episode was fairly diffifult. The selectfoii of this

alternative is indicative of good judgment.

This'may seem like a trivial matter to an American since Ameri-

cans are "used to buying and smoking their:own 'cigarettes. But to an

Arab, offering someone a cigarette or anything (e.g., food, dri4, etc.)

that you are about to enjoy yourself is only common courtesy, especially

when you are in the role of host--no matter how broadly conceived the

'rp 1.
s,

role may be. this incident; for example, in relatitn to foreiejhers,

Americans are essentially:seen as hosts by the Arab student. An''Arab

would only neglect to offer'a cigarette to someone if he wished to show

his dislike of the other person.

Ir

,

99
:
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Your answer was 5: He thought that the project work done after,

the break was silly.

What'happened? That was not a difficult choice.

A .

Perhaps he did, but is there a statement to this effect?

.*

of

94
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' SMALL GROUP DISCUSSIONS -

General Desctiption:

4

Discussions are used by many teachers in many ways. Everyone feels ice: can
conduct.a discussion and, in one sense, he can. It is not difficult; but there

*) v

1'

95

are some ba&ics to keep In mind when having a small group dietussion in the
c'

ions.are not appropriate for

mclassroom. --------- ,

Small group discus
every teaching situation.

You have to d 01

,

elcide when they vill,w rk best. Theyido, However, have some
characteristics which should help you make that decision. Discussiqns pia&
more of the reslIonsibility for learning upon the student;, fie-or she must
contribute or'th6re.simply won't be a discussion.:TheY use the-reiPurces of the
group, in large part, and don't depend upon outside stimuli for information or to
do the teaching-job., They also proVide a sense of participation among the group.

Group Size: ,

Discussion groupS'8an be of various sizes, but generally the best size for
optimum' participation f4mthe students is 8-12. In a c).assroom with 0-25
Students, several *smalldiscussions would be necessary, with non-participating students
engaged in other work. ,Any discussion group larger than fifteen begins to get
unmanageable and increases the'possibilitY of noh-'participation of some students.

Tide Required.:

This varies with the discussion and the group. You can have a good
discussion in one cla0 period, lf the topic is Apecific.enough. But others ,

can run to several hoigs and thus may require several class period's. This.is
sotethingyo5`have t61 be the judge of, as the leader.

1

Materials

This also varies with the diicussion, but generally there would' be
some stimuli to begin-the.discussion--a reading, film or experience. You
might want to provide, back-up Materials to enrichithe discussion.

Physical Setting:.

This is an important part ofiiscussions,and one.often ignored.' BelOw are
'three commonly used models:

101
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A

. 1,,

A.

.

X teacher

' students

. .

B.

'44

,

r

Z.

-

i

In A, the teacher is at.fthe front in a traditional classroOm ai--
rangement. In this situation .1 t is 'very difficult for some students to
talk to others, especially those'sitting behind'each othe7r. It is hard
to have an easr flow of conversation and, as a re-plt, the teacher be-
comescomes the.central focuswith the lines of discuss(on to and from the
teacher. .

/-

In B, the teadher still remains the central1 figuee because of his
or her-position, but the students can see each other more easily and the
likelihood of dialogue should be i ncreased .

.

In C, the teacher pb.ysically removes him,self from being the centraT
focus and becomes pant of q& circle. With arrangement,., there the N
possibility' for ,a free and glen exchange between the. partici-pants and 'the

tegchei., if he wishes, can almost bow out of the discu"ssioh.

Process:

There have been many bpoks w itten on group process. i"you welt to
find out more in dtail ,. you 'Shoul consult these.' However, a

few observations about group disc ssjons which may be helpful.-

, ;

1. Subject matter--No mat
Jeader, if the copten
chances are the. discus
are usually best when
ternative solutions whi

er how good a class or how excellent t e
of the discussion is'not in resting,
ion will not be either.. 6iScifssions
ere is some controversy and several. al-

the participants can choose, from.

2: Participant roles--In almos ev group therre some standard
roles which 'peo9le assumeand whiCh the leader'should be aware

A few of these are:

a. The Autthority--an iridividua'l who has all the "factt" and is
anxious to let people fkrioti he ha's the answers. Someti
this can be helpful and other times harmful to a discussion,
especially when he state-s. the facts with such authority ,that
no one will'conteSt him.

102
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b. Tht NohrTalker--This is peha0 a discu&sion leader's, big-
gest problem: how to jet everyone participating, especially
that person who just doesn't say anything. In some cases,.
this is an indication of shyness, ofnot feeling comfort-
able with 'the group, orof disinterest. On the other hand,\)
the non - talker may be participating a great deal non-verbally,'
and this should be kept in mind. No one shoUld'feel forced
to talk' in a group.

c. The Non-Stop TalkerT-On the other hand, the non-stop talker can
..be just'as detrimental to a discussion, whether the individual
is saying something of substance or not. ,If an ipdiyidualtis
monopolizing the, conversation --you, as leader, '-may have-to
find ways to give others,a chance to speak also.

d. Fence-Builder/Mecriator--This" individual'can,be helpful
times. and at others, put a damper on the discussion. If he
'Is Avoiding any disagreement and Conflict and thus tries to
mediate frob the Ueginning, the discussion may never get off,
the ground. At a certain point, however, an individual who
is mediating can be very helpful in summarizing the- discus-
sion and in bringinj,closure.

e. Leadership Roles--As the teacher, you willjfind yo rself the
"leader' of a discussiorrwhether you want tobe t not. De- A
pending on the,StudOts' relationships With y , this may be
an asset to a discussion: You:should be aware, however, of
several roles you cad adopt.

-
(1)Leader--As leader you are in charge of the discussjon;

Tang that it gets started,and keeps moving. You serve
as a sort.of switch board operator- -lines of -ccamunice-'
tion coming tD you and directed elsewhere. Most of the,
time you are the center of attention and the sugess-or
failure-oflhe discussion is on, youyhoulders.

(2)Facilitator- -While you are still a part of the discussion,
you' play the role of a consultant to the.process,* you
interject yourself only when the discustion needs, help,

'gets bogged. down or strays too far away from the main
point: You are more neutral in this role, and because

' of this, some students may have a hard time accepting
you in this roleS.

0

No/

(3)Information Source- -You are a "content cons ant" in.
this positiont'a kind of information au or ty that
offers factsvd data when called upon. It is difficult
to separate this role from that of leader, but as leader
you take on the function pf beihg rtsponsible for both
process add content. ^.

<t
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c.

4

YOU..should also consider having the digcussfon led by students
in the class. You may find discUssion freer and more opeh a
it will be good experience for,the student.

ResoNrCes: -

Pfeiffer, d Vlilliam and Jones, John E., A Handbook of Structured
Experiences for Human Raations Training, Volumes,, II, and III.
University Association Press,.Bo44615, lowa-City; Iowa.

,

1

A number of materials are aveilablefrom the National'Tr ining
Laboratoi-tes, 1201 Sixteenth Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.

a
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THE FISH BO

General Description: ,

#99

Watching people engage in iscussion can,stimulate awareness of dif-
ferent,behavior of people in g ups, as well as increasing observation

-skills. This exercise provides means for oberving cultural differences
andthe sources of these differences. It is best done with -people of dif--ferent cultures but, this is'not essential..

This technique can e used In conjunction, with othees in this manualor can stand alone. It might be helpfUl in introducing to someof the elements of Wall group`discussion.

Group Size:
%J . -

.

1

.

. F
Can be used with any tize gr p but each- "Fish,Bowl" should not num-ber more-than 6-8 participants a d an "equal number of observers.

\ .

Time Required:

Varies with the way it is,being used.

/
Materials Utilized:

No

t
pecial materia\s.e

It'
r

Physical Setting: MR

Must be'in a 'Location where there is moveable furniture. Roomishobe set up so there is an inner circle d an, outer Circle of cOairs,-al
. . though the innerciTcle,can sit on the, if desired.

Process:

1. Divide the class into groups of to.eight: The even numberd. groups are given a problem to iscirsi and resolve within, a limited
, period of time. The discussfon topic should be cOtroVersial

enough to engage all parttelpant§. It might be. a critical inci-dent or case study.

2. The odd-numbered group sits outside the discussion group and ob-
serves the inner group. You can assign each menlber'someine inthe .inner group to observe and report on latee-,

. After the-discussion has run 20 minutes or so, the.outsidees are

105 ;41'1
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4

7-

1.00

'asked fgr their observatioris.,

4. The inner grotip then comments on their behavior and the dis-
cussion in general., 0

5. The teacher wouldthen summarize any cultural difference Or
.similarities observed dur,ing.the" session.

6. The arrangement can then be switched rounliand the outer circle
becomes the "Fish Bowl".

t

7. You may also provide a check list for the outier circle to use,in,
their observations and the discussion afterward.'

L
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USkOF OUTSIDE RESOURCES

t

101

General Desoriptibn:

Most teachers\are familiar with theuie of the librar,pas:a resource
. . .

for studying about other cultures. There is another lilteary, however, that
.is ,used less frequently- -the human library. There Are literal'y hundreds .

-:of people who have a wide range of cultural experiences that you can use. in
a classroom.

\ Usually, outside respurces'are bro h into a cla\ to

*give
a talk,

but-there are many different ways they can e used--in role plays and sit-
uational exercis10%; as resource_mple for case studies.and critical in-
cidents; as part of the conceptualizationprocess for field experiences;
small:group discussions. The possibilities are limitless and require only
some imaginative thinking onthe part of the teacher. .

'..Group

This depends on the activity. C,uld be.frOm a small group to a,full.
class.

Time Required:
. t

Depends A activity.

'Materials Utilizqd:

Since the people are 't materials to be used, hecehe some Sugges-
tionsof various Kinds of people .who have had cultural experiences' which
you might use in the classroom:

"-l. Foreign Students--you may already know of some, 'or you can always
contact a local college or.university's foreign student advisor.

2. Businessmen

3: Returned Peace Corps Volunteers

4: Tburists

5. Missionares

Ob

State Department/AID/Interpational Organilation Personnel -

NJ Military
1.

8. Students who have studied overseas.

107
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,Physica) Setting:

Depends on activity.

Process:
.

1.02.

-

This again depends on the activity, but the're are some-general con-
tsidgritions to keep in mind when using outside resources. .

` <I) 1.

-Qv

2.

b

3.

4.

rrepratibri of the. resources and the class is important so. that
there-are no misunderstandings or unrealistic expectations.
often, visitors havecome.to "participate" and felt *compelled. to
give a lecture. In fact, there is often the feeling that if-the
resource doesn't'perform", he, or ste hasn't contributed.'

As much as possible, try to fitthe resources into what the.class-
is doing rather than vice-versa. This is not always.possile,
but the effort should be made:

e
\

Give students a chance to talk.ibodt what the resource did (if
it i5 that type of- situation) and hi-s point of view after he has

left... For instance. there Maybe some' real :differences between
the AID and Peace Corps Volunteer's view of the country.or area,
and this shbuld become part of the discussion.

.

.

. ,

,
..-

Foreign studerits andtteachers.are very *portant resources and- .

can':add a- "real lif044mension to the class. It does' take time

though to dontact theito-woric with them on the 1Rsson.and to
make arrangements. As mentioned before, however, fbreign 'student-
adv- isors atcolleges and universities are usuAlly willing to help.

Further Reference and Resources: .-

.
, '

.

. a .

Grant, Stephan. The Use of Foreign Students in the Classroom, (mimeo);
available froM the Center for International Education, DniVersitY of
MassaChusetts, Amherst, Ma. 01002. .

, ,

,

Information can be-obtained by wi-ifins Ogontz Plan for Miliva4 Inter-

natiopal Education, c/o The International House of.Phil-adelphia,,140
N. Fteenth St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19102
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General Description:,

Fl LD EXPERIENCES
d..,

Field experiences are hort-erm encounters -with a real "cross-
.

- cOltural situation". Tile student is often on his own and acts as a
participant- observer in 'the particular area or situation:he or she enters.

. They are designed to give brief contact with a cultural setting signifi-
cantly different from that of tile student.

,

, 2 Field experiences are an extremely valuable technique for cultural
learning, but few, if any, scpools utilized this method. Field trips,
which are usually organized group activities dOne as a class, are different
frail field experiences. The former are usually structured,and directed
from the top down. This is not the case with fjeld experiences.' They are
individual activities depending in a large part on the abilities and in-
itiative of the student, and provide the Opportunity for students to test
their conceptslheorieS, beliefs and feelings,

Field experiences can be valuable learning tools for understanding
; our own as well kr"0*,iler- cultures. There are sub-cultures within the.t

United States and within our own cities and towns if we look closely e-
nough. The56 can be usecreffectively for field experiencet with the
proper kind of preparation and'-follow-up work.

/

'Various types of field experi nces are possible since the concept js '
fleifble enough to-permit almot a .variation. The one chosen would de-

. Peqd.upon the learning objective an resources available. .

_

. s .

Group Size:-,. -
.....

.Depending on the
,

number of sites. Od, the time to set them .up, any
number can .partiCipate 411 field experiences: Care should be taken, how-
ever, not to saturate a conimunity.

,....
,-, c..

...
p

1Time Required: .

. 7 *'1
.

. -. .
..,

Varies. From one afternoon tO, a weekend to several weeks, depending
on. hOw the experience _is set up. ,

111...1

0
Materials Utilized::

1, Cross-61tural situation

.

, Instruction Sheet

I Diaries-
/
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Physical Setting:

Depends on the experience.

Process:,

It is important to remember" -that field .experiences should not be

' isolated from other kinds of learning whichgo on in the classroom. In

fact, the classroom parts comprise a significant patit of the learning that

_ takes place.

40 .

The process of experiential learning, which is what field experiences

consist of--(a) selecting objectiyes,:(b) organizing and preparing for the

experience, (c) 'identifying resources; (d) the field.experience itself, -and

then analysis; conceptualization and generalization of the learning exper-
ience--is illustrated in the following model:

Questions; Preparatio
for action ,

;field experience

codification,
fication of experience'

Generalization
of experience

conceptualization of
experietice; analysis .

Generally, this On be summarized by thl..ee steps: (1) preparation;

(2) the experience;, and (3) conceptualization.

. q. Preparation:'.-There are any number if ways this can be done, from

libratiFesearch toslass discussion to group projects. The major

ir

considerations should bewhat is the best way or students to get ready for

the experience. What will they learn the mos from? And wil'at:is most rel-

eventto the general oQtlines of...the course o subjectmatter? .Remember

that in field experiences the process of'learning is as important as what

is learned. .
t

,

`, v, You should'spend some time before the experience talking over-' what the

students are, going to do and what might happen. You might consider using .

some situational-exercises of typical, situations that might occur in a field

experience as one way of preparing them.

I

1.1. 0

r O
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Diaries are a good way to keep a record of what happens and perhaps
students should have some practice writing diaries before they go outYou may also have-to deal with somefeas and anxiety on the students'
()art over going out:into the "unknown".

2. The Experience: There are many types7Of_experiences and the
. following is a brief listing "of some suggested .ones:

- -spending a day anda night, if.possible,' in a monastery or convent,

-- spending e,,day in a local nursing home talking with the residents

-- working a day or two with 'migrant laborers on local farms

- -talking to at least two real estate agents, landlords and tenants
about having foreigners living in.the,ir apartments

--spending an afternoon and evening (preferably Friday or Saturday)
with a policeman and talk to him about his job

- -attench several meetings of theoKiwanis, Lions, Rotarians, VFW, or
American Legion and strike up conversations with the members

--spending a daY,in an unemployment'or w are office, talking to
those in the waiting room and with the office personnel

--staying yith a family culturally different from the student's own
for a day and a night

-- spending ,a day with members of the Salvation Army, going to their
meetings and, if possible, jollying them as they solicit funds on
the .street

--spendingday in the County Court House sitting in the District
Court' while it is in session

--spending a night in:the emergency ward of alocal hospital
.

--spending.a day and an.evening in the waiting room of the -maternity
ward of a-local hospital.

3. Conceptualization: This is an extremely important part.of the
process., but one which often is not.done, or'not done-well.. Tliere.iS noset way to..conduct the concepttialization portion; it is s Varied as the
experiences themselves. There are, 'though, some general comments. (See"Notes from Feedback Session on TheField Experience".

.

Students should have the chance to talk about what they have done---
whether it be in a large,,group, small group discussions, or in individual
-conf6ences: Most will have had an emotional experience and will want.to /
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to talk about it in some way, /

-, In addition to talking, there should be an expectation that the

students will also'try to summarize the experience in some formof ex-

presgion: writing, a collage, photographs, film. This is one reason

why keeping a diary is important.

Some general questions-which you might 4nt students to focus on

are:

a. What did you find Out?

b. What did,d4ou see?.v.

c. How did you'feel?

d. How d6 you think others felt about you?

e. What did you learn about yourself from the experience?

ResourceS:

1

; A

4 4

Batten, T.R. Training for Community DOelOpment,-London: Oxford'

University Press, 19621

Wright, Albert R. and Mary Anne Hammond, Guidelines--a Peace Corps

Cross-Cultural,Training. Estes Pail, Colorado: Center for Research
and Educational; or Washington, D:0.: Peace.Corps, Office of Training
Support, 1970; or write, Center for Ifiterhational Education, Oni-

versity of Massachusetts,,Amherst, MaS%. .,

Wedge, Bryant. "Training for Leadership in Cross-Cultural Dialogue:
The DA:JA'Model of Learninq and the SAXITE System of Dialogue",.-_,
Princeton, N.J.: Institute for the Study of National Behavior, 240

Nassaw St., 1968.

Conner, Desmond. Understanding Xour'Community, Ottawa, Canada:

Development Press, 1964.

--,-- 112
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FIELD'EXPERIENCE INSTRUCTION SHEET
, . .

.This weekend you'wM., be visiting
..Your tasks to learn as much 'as possible about the community to form

a picture of" it you, can understand and can comunicate ,t6 someone else.
Obviously, in the brief time you are there, you weiet- find out every-

. thing theresis to know, but try to learn as much as -possible.

'friAt will be.avranging your -own overnight accomodatiens once you arein the community. We suggest you make the most out of the learning ex-perience by staying with a family rather than in a hotel or rooming house
.(exgept for those going to urban areas). You will be leaving Amherst
early Saturday morning and returning late Sunday afternoon'.

4
.4 While you are in yoUr communiy, you should try to-use some ap-

-ItPioicbes to learning.about it. There are a number of different methodsyou can use: 4

(1) one broad approach would be to explore the' community to
form an understanding of what is important in.it;

(2) .another is to formulate specific questions abo ut the community
and the peop e in itrand try to find the answers to those
questions;

. ,,

.

(3,,,Y`t third would be to4obk at' some of the -prominent institutions,
hurch, school,etg.), As a focus for information about what/

is 'going, on;
,

I ,/
, ,

,(4) your own way. You may. think Of a different approach from any
of 'tote above.' If so, use it. .

Ih utiliiing any of' these methods or approaches, do that -Which ,u feel,y/
most comfortable with and which you think will work best.

Whichever way you go about finding out about the community, We
would like you to' keep a written account of the weekend--a diary orjournal. This is to help you remember what you found out when weqzegin
our distussions next week, and secondly, we Wink it will help youo.
betterunderstand the experienceS you have .'''the journal chould be asopen as possible and should include (a) information learned; (b) how you

. felt about the comunity. and, the, people; and cc) how you think they fel tabout you
: 41\

You probably should do your writing after' each conversation or at.the end of the day rather than take. notes while you are talking to people

If you run into any serious difficu,lties'or need to get 'in touchwith someone before Sunday afternoon, call

. Good luck and have fun!

113
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NOTES FROM FEEDBACK SESSION ON My.

1-

'FIELD EXPERIENCE

. .

Now did you view the experience before going

-'not gOing after "primary inforMati n",

jiotr community?

had no specific goal

it was a challenge

0,

- wanted a lot of, basj,e orMatiOn on the, town

wanted the values of the people 'concerning their` lives

didn't waiiT7first/facts
. . /..t . .- .

- wanted to obseri.te;the types of 'people who lived in a small

. 4town - ', .

, -

wined totest my stereotypes of these people

*,
. What topics' orIctions did, the people respond to in a posi tive way?

' / . ./
-, themselv s (their personal lives were their favorite topic)

f

"ht,Stor of the town (this was probably the easiest to get
them o talk about)

what was 13 i.ng done t6 restore the town

p oblems (drugs, etc.,)

- limmu ists (they'had little knowledge of fact but a lot of
fee ings about this topic)

.

v tues of ruraNdfe '43vi

slip about neighbors

..-/taxes

-travel- (the youth,of the town were most interested in -this topic)

l -;- 4 c

- "nothing to dtaChere" a favorite* topic of youth .

- ,farming - ' -
.t

. .

. .

snowymbiling -. IV
-"Y

,
2 i

.

what 4they've heardabout\tAe university
,,,

1.1,4
,
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What topics or.actions di,dthe people respond to in a negative way?

taking notes

,- talking 'about myself ("not at all interested in me, beyond a few
superficialities")

- negative reaction to the miniskirt

What seemed to determine status in'the town?

- ddration of resideve (if you didn't have ancestors to talk about
you* ere a foreigner)

- newcomers who wanted to change things were usually ignored, evp
tf.their position was normally one` of high status

- amount of, form'al education didn't sovi to relate much to status

. - the commuters were generally .regarded as.willing to accept the-
benefits of rural life but none of the responsibilities '- .

.

aspects'of the people's.behatfior did You notice as being different?

- dress not an indication of formal education or status(

- some people seemed "cold" (very little eye contact with''me. .How
about eye contact with friends?)

.

- oolors not bright, skirts. were 'long, dress'in general not as im-
portant as in the "big city". .

teemed to be a generation gap between those who wore hats to:chukh
and those who didn't

V .

- the oldea person was, the harder-it seemed to establish com-
. munication

- generally people not used to relating to.outsiders
r

4
seemed,"slow" on unfamiliar topics but were "fast" on others
(which ones?)

/

.t., 4,

How do you feel about having gone through this experience?

i
most felt very positive about the experience.

.

- you learn es..much about yourself as about the Community

- gener lly found the people to be more "liberal" and well- informed
and fess petty than I. expected.

s
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'General Description:

**How Op yoU4show a Nepali that you are agreeing with him of er
than simply sa.y.ing "I agree"? Many Nepalis nod or wag their heads
which emphasiieS their agreement, even though they might not say the

words very emphatically.

3

NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION

110

t*Some Latin Americans seem, to North Americans, to stand too cl0te
when they talk; the North American's propensity to keep his distance ap-
pears, to the Latin, to be reserved or even cold.

**A Western teacher in Ethiopia may feel his'stude is are "snelaki'

wKen they don't look him in the eyes' The Ethiopian is* erely being
polite. ,

.

.:. *

. . .
. .

There are various ways in ,which we speak and one o these is' through

non-verbal communication. It has

7(

been estimated that over 50% of our :

communication is-ddne through non-verbal means and if this is true, it ,

. .
would be well to help'students become just as aware of how we "speak"

.3, ..
'silently as hOw we do verbally: ',

"A. :

There are several dimensions of non-berbal communication which can
'be explored:-""

a. lookS, dress and grooming;

b. the use of space between people ("proxemics");

c. .movements of the body, gestures, facial expressions
("kinesies");

touching behavior of people ("laptics':);
- ,. .

e, use of the eyes--eye contact or avoidance ("occule iCs");*
)

,....
... L

f. the timing and rate of speech IranOssions ("chro emics");

g., the meaning of time- period and duration. .
,

. - .
,

. Various exercises can be con rUcted'around'these themes which ca
il lustrate-some of the major el nts of non-verbal communication. Many

Oho of these can be incorporated into role plays, situational exercises, and
simulation games. '

7'

.,

.

Group Size:

Size of the group depends updn the exercise, to be done. Normally; an

0 a
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airera as's could participate.eifher as actors or observers.

. Time Required:

sr

Varies. .Coul e as little as 5-1,0 minutes to several hours depend-
ing on exere44 Generall. shorter thin longer.

'Materials Used:

No. special materials.

s .

tin :

The .average

4

Cer

Process:

lassroom is. adequate. Moveable fdrniture would be help-V

ere is no'one 'process". Instead, here'are some suggestions for'
sintr ducing non- verbal communication: ,

1. Have stu
ercise
por. o

,

'of wha

V,
. Set up

able)

occurr

3. Obtain
others

part o

4. Have:,st'

what th

ents who, e observers in a role play D.. situatidmpal ex- 1-
e responsib for only the non-verbal ,behavior and re-
thi's during' th discussion. See if, the actors were aware
they. were doing.

situation with a fo eign student (Or someone knowledge-
here there are di ent kinds of non-verbal communications ,t
ng. See if th tudents= can identify them.

y. Talk", and have ?the students .41-iy. Have .

rs 'see if they spbt 'the behaviors without being #

hesgame, "
as-obser

the :ga e.

,

ent

V

observe someone _talking in a phone booth and see
ink they -"hear", Z

I

Canadian Filiri Board, A-Chairs Tale

*Fast, Julius, Body Language, New York:

Hall.;'.Edward The Hidden Dimension, New York: 'Doub*ay & CQ , i969

, The Silent Language, New York: Doubleday & Co. 1959 ,

Body Talk, a commercial game. Published by Psychology Today,

Air
4
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INTRODUCTION -TO "MATERIALS AND RESOURCES"

r=7

The purpose of this chaster is to direcl teachers toward some of the

4
.

latest materials and resources on the non-Western world. This.is not int.,inded
00

to be an\exhaustive bibliography, as that is,SVallable in the many resource_

0

a

4
1

J e .

guides listed in this chapter. it is, inOtead, intended tohighlight.Some

. V
of the latest And most innovative..Amaterials available; a4 hi pre r

... , ,

i

multi-disciplinary as 'well.
,--:

. ;,.

The chapter is divided into four parts. The first section describ. es
.t. ,.

various high interest level materials, both written and audio- visual, iihich

direct the: teacher and students towards/particular approaches,and pals (e.g.,

Inquiry approach to understand traditional values and rapid changes in Africa.

. - , ._
,

.; / 1::%'
.

This section ha the following categories: "General non-Western", "Africa",
. -04

"Asia", "Latin erica"); and "The Middle East". .
..--

Ttle second section describes resource guides Which direct teachers to

,t,

materials, techniques and approaches for teaching about t2ne various non-
-.

. -...

Western areas-;, with an emphasis on the newer modes Of teaching take social

sciences in secondary school. It is divided into the catagoriesot "Geteralf,

"Africa", "Asilt", "Latin Amp-rice" and "TheMiddleEast". ;'A
.- : c ,,

,

heir third se on is a listing of some-agencies, organizations and

universities where teachers and students pay write for addititinal'ififormation
o

on each of the ton- stern areas.
t

The fourth se ion is a critical review Of the major, curricuium pr '8jects
0 - .

. ,

irthe United States which have a major portlon devoted to non-,Western studiesNr..., . .

or areas. As ityill be seen; these curriculum.projects depert from the more

tg

4 .
. .

traditional approaches to the teaching of social studies and emphasize, instead, ,---,,

4_ . .

'

new directions and dimensions in the teaching of the social studies and human-4

ities in
1

the schools.

f

10,
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PART I: Classroom Materials and Resou ces

General NontWestern Studies:

113

1. Traditionand Change in Four Societies, Richard B. Fdrd,
.Edwin Fenton, general editor, HOlt, Rinehart and Winston,
Newl'ork, .1968. 349 p. Teacher-Guide.

This book can be-used with a genAal one-semester or one year course,
in non - Western Studies or its individual section can be used with
particular areas of the world, e.g. "Chinese ComMunist Foreign Policy":
Instead, of twenty or thirty chapters written in chronological order
by one'or two authors, the 'text has sixty -four readings arranged,in

. four units: South AfricadChina--Traditional and Communist, India
and Brazil. :,Each reading contains an article-or at least one piece
of source material taken from a newspaper,=magazine, book, goyern-
ment document or other publicatio4 An introduction, which connects.

. one 'reading,to another, and study .-questions thatiaTert the student
to important points and issuesYprecede the article or source ma=
terial. Maps accompany each unit as,well as filmstrips, trans-
parencies and class handouts. While there is little attempt made to
study the chronological history of th9. non-Western world, each unit
does provide a "sense" of histdrical -understanding_by analysisN the
traditional society, the impact of idestern ideaS and institutions,
and one major contemporary problem for each;.country, such asecon,'
omic growth in India, race relations in South Africa and Arazil, and
totalitarianism ,fn.China. Althoughthe--text with its suOplementary
materials is designed to be a complete teaching unit,:other materials- -
reading and atidioLvigual--should'be employed, otherwise even this
.terestfng text. might beccime tedious and boring-for'the student.

A.

Va

";....

O

4
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2. American Education Publications (AEP) has a series of
Ohlets which ctiallenge the student (7-12) in learning about theiaon-
WesterNa.world. Rather than a straight chronological approach--these
pamphlets use case studies to emphasize the cultrual, sociological,
economic and political.aspects of a particular society. 'In addition,
a short historical.description leads off each paophlet to set-the
stage for a discussion oriented session which leads students to
'quire into the nature of the people in a particular society:. These
pamphlets are intended for use with other materials. and supplement
both traditional and inquiry materials. The following is a list of
those pamphlets which relate to the 64-Western World:

Africa:. Emerging Nations Below the. Sahara, 1968
Colonial Kenya; 196.9
Southeast Asia, 1969
China: Troubled Asian &Pratt, 1969
India and Pakistan: Su ontinent in Tradition, 1968
Japan: Asia's Busy Island Giant, 1969 4

Latin America, 1969
The Middle East, 1969

Richard Tucker, managing editor', et, al. American Education
Publications', Middletown, S.35

3. Voices of Emerging Nations, Clinton E. Boutwell, Leswing

Communicatioq, (ar-Lfrancisco) for Stone Educational
Publications 1Cn)cagol, 1971. TeacheriS Guide.

.

This is paft of-the Voices of Life,sbries,-a new multi-media social
science program for middle schools or the high school low

relationship to, environment.

Each book is based upon the (Inquiry-conceptual apprdaelikto the study of
Man,..-h-i.s society, and his re

In most cases the teacher'will probably want to use tHre [earning Units
in the sequence in which they appear'.in the text, but this sequence
need,ri5t belollowed and the teacher's guide/is quite flexible in this
regard. The guide provides all the.elements necessary for a complete
program including behavioral objectives, sample lesson plans lnd.back- :

ground.information for the teacher. The-readings are of high interest
to the stildend.include case studies of people, .situations and ex-

which encourage students to examine the values and various
cultural aspects of the people.

1.

-4. People and Places: Case Studies in World Geography,
J. G. -Rmshby, J. Bell, R. W. Dybeck. Rand. McNa1,1y,& Co.,
.Chicago. 1970. TeaChers Guide.

4
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This series is divided into five-bo6ks, each with a number of studies.
,

BocA'Iconsists of.a series of case studies from widely diverse areas'he world--including the Soviet Union, China, lorth Africa, sub- .

,

Sahara Africa, Latin America,. Japan, India pd the Middle East. t --presents real "people in actual places to describe man Sand_hi-s-relation-. ship to his environment. Book I has-sixteen studies, Where the pop-
#.-ulation,density is relatively low and where the inter-relationships

between man and his environment'-can be discovered. InBodk's 2-and 3f' --.(each with eight stUdies).the population density is moderate, while .in Books:A and .5 (also with eight studieS e chi.) the pdpulation den-
.

lif

,- sity,is il,igh and the underlying
factors co plex. However', while pop-.

'...

vlbt4on density is a theme,-it does notoe
essarily determine thecourse, but acts inste8d as an-aid to the.teacher and student,

a

Al Jean Ares:

\ I. Throu African E es: cultures in Change, 6 volumes, Leon E.ark aeger, New York. 1969.- $2.25 (ea) Teachers Guide.

These excellent 'texts are described elsewheretn the handbook.. Teach-ers and students ho have used these texts are -1.17dSh in their praiseas reported- by Cher to the.schodis. These texts, along with theteacherS' gdide, r Mete wjth lesson plans, suggestions for using sup--:plementary and audio-visual materials, and a good'bib.liography, directthe studenti. With their teachers toward some basic goals!.

"--T6 begin where the
studentifs;sdrawing on own 1 e ex-periences.

-To givethestudent a-feel for. what he is studying r &herthan a mere destriptimv, hence the use oflrimary's rcematerial, °. , - A.. ,.
--To foci's on only ,the: important realities of Africa3making no atteMft'to

'tovert.the'area, which is both im-possible and detrimental to, sound learning.
-To teach the.process of analysis as well as'content, usingthe latter as a necessary ingredient of then former.

.-To teach values that tend;to tl) break down Western stereo -'types of Africa,-(2)
eliiiiinate ethno-centricism, and (3) .help students.examine societies objective)

.

05

--To find:
:sdata that is o...interesting and r' that they,wfll ',(1) attract the student'sattention and ) yield general-, fizatibns and concepts that will be useful in studying allcultures and societies.

y
.--To'encourage the use of the inductive

(discovery, develop-
.mental)-approach to classroom teaching.

.,

--TO employ the various disciplines oftee.social sciences inexamining Africa and in giving students the tools-of analysis."3"Q-. o ' ----V
.

/`

3

Through African Byes, Introduction to Teacher's Guide.
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This approach does not rely Ion exposition Which suppliei ready-made 2
,

or neat answers for students. Rather, it uses primary Strce mater-
ials whichlead students, through stimulating their-
,own.concluSions. Instead,, then, of the inculcation of,factual matey'-

students learn. concepts which' become useful in understandinp all
societies,, including their own. /

2. ',World Studies Inquiry Series, "Africa) by Stephen Marvin:
This is'one of the books in the series by tne.World-Studies
Inquiry project, John V. Michaelis and Robin J.McKeown, co-
directors,Oniversit;y'of California/Berkeley. Publisher,-
Field Educatjon Publications, Inc., San Francisco, 190.

.This Series is the result of a pitect through the Office of Educa tion
(Dept., HEW) and each book ("AfriCa", "Asia", "Latin America ") is dt-
signed to meet-the needs of Iniddle and secondary students who haye
reading diffitiftties ar who are."turned-off" by traditional textbooks.
The books are' and'include most of the social sci-'
ences as well as the humanities such asThilosophy. There is an eX-I

.-ceTlent teachers' 'guide which helps provide a more flexible role for
the teacher and st6dents in a discussion-oriented 'classroom,

While the series has a 5th grade reading level, it also hasa'very
high=interest level and lends itself quite well to a 10th -grade edu-
rationally handicapped class'as well as to individual "problem readers".

. , , .

The readings draw their interest from human situations written in bi-
°graphical or autobiographical style and include background infonmition
tco.place the storyin social or.politicAperspectivet

s,T12

3. Filmsand other audio7visual,materials. -The list of avail-
able films, filmstrips-, recordS, etc., on :Africa. continues,t6 grow
year after year. _I-lbwelier, few.of these provide real iti-sight into cul,.
tura' values and life orthepeople. The overwhelming majority of.
these materials are straight narrative, :"telling"'the student about

narrative variety, two excellent films are: The River Nile. a ation-

somethin4, r..therthan-encouraging students to ask questions. 1717___the-,,

al Geographic film-(color, 55 minutes) which-traces the and
historY of ttit great river and Africa in change: Confjnent of Africa,
an Encyclopedia,Brittanica film (color, 22 minutes-)0,gives the students
.a906d introductioif and des'Cribes the various aspects of African life-
atO some of the changes occuring in contemporary African societies.
Of the non -narrative lf.iriety'there are several excellent.films: Afri-r',
can Village Life Films'is a series-of 'eleven color films producedThT
Julien Bryan and the-International Film-Foundation, 475. Fifth ginue,
Room 916, New YorWN.Y. 10017, ranging in lehgth from 7-17 minutes
and all without narration. The_films come without explicative material
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and providestudents with a valuable opportunity, to observe almostfirst-hand, the life of the peoples of Malii:particujarly the Bo,oand Dogon people--to discover their own questions about these people,' and to answer Some of them from their own observations. Included areDally Life of the Boit., Fishing on the Ni.- iver, Building a Boat,Building a House, Herding att e.
2

A 1,cellent'ffilm that has some narration is Africa is My-Home,',anti Productions, 89445heffield Place, 'hous'and Oaks, Calif. 60.§ has a series of excellent films and Africa'is My Home i %one-4f the best. It portrays the life of a young Ibo girl'of Nigeria'caught between the conflict of traditional and modern life styles.

Another excellent fi.1,1.ur.ed-i-by the BBC-TV, is called WhiteAfrica (40. minutes, black & white) and is an honest; engrossing docu-mentary which actually enters theyiind of a white South Afwican. Wehear his arguments in defense of the Apartheid policy: that he ishistorically justified in claiming ownership of the land; that blacksare inferior. This film will disturb many and elicit much discussion

.There are excellent filmstrips,
records, sldes and tapes which arelisted elsewhere in thhandbook and are intended to, encourage studentsto raise questions and experience some aspect of African life. Two 4.such 'filmstrip /record sets by EMC Corporation of New York in a numberof ways meet those requirements; -

African Cliff Dwellers: The Dogon People of-M4.1i
,This is a case study with a unique and'informative look
at anagricultural people of West Africa whose patternof living is strongly affected by their religious beliefs.Both the photography and sound reproduction.are excellent.

Zanjaftica: A Study.-in Interaction and InterdependenceThis is an excellent set including six- color sound film-
strips with records or cassettes. Along with a,teacher's
guide this'set provides.an in depth anqropolog461 studyof the peoples of Coastal East Africa and the country ofenya..

It

4. -Literature:" Whether the course is integrated with the human-ities or not, novels about Africa'can be an exciting stimulus for astudent. Novels by African writers such as Chinva Achbbe (Things FallApart, No Longer at Ease and Arrow of God) and Cyprian Ekwens' (Peopleof the City) have been used with great success in the classroom. Novelsby Alan Paton (Cry, the Beloved Country) and books by'Colin Turnbull(The Lonely African) alsoare excellent,for the.classrooms as they pro-
*

vide,insight.intocthe lives, fears, hopes; and aspirations of theAfrican peopls.

I
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Asian Area.
k 11

1. The Asjin,Studies Inquiry PrOgram,,John V. Michaelis and'
Robin J. McKeowen, co-ordinators and co-directors-of the
Aslan,Sildies Curriculum Project, University,of California/
Berkeley. Publisher--Field Educational Publications,"Inc.,
San Francisco, 1969.

118-

These interesting inquiry materials were developed as part of an
Office of Education (Dept. HBO project and represent the latest ideas.

. in Asian Studies.rnquiry concepts. The series is multi-disciplinary
and incorporates art, literature, religion, Ohilosophy, history,
Sociology, geography, -government, economics, and their inter-relation-
ships in Asian life. The fifteen booklets are arranged in. three
clusters:

O

Cluster I: Asian Thought

"Confucianism and Taoism"
"Buddhism"
"Chinese Painting"
"Chinese Popular Fiction"
"Ghandi"

Cluster II: Asian.Life

"East Meets West"
"Mao Tse'tung and the in se Revolution"
"Life in Communist China
"Modernization in Japan"
"China and the United States"

Cluster III:. Traditional Patterns of Asian-Life

..Man and His Environment in Asia"
4"Fobd and Survival 'DI Asia"
"Man and Womanljn"Asia"
"Class and Cast in Village India"'
"Cultural Patterns in Asian Life"

A comprehensive teachef4s. guide helps to direct the Classroom activi-
ties and enables the teacher' to OAT-a-more flqxible role.

Each booklet starts with an introduction which focuses on a particu-
lar problem or topic; there follows a series of short readings which
present information usually in the form of a, case study, autobiograph-
ical sketch, newspaper-or magaline.article, or other first hand report;
then-there is a series of questions which help to direct classroom or --.

group-discussion of the topic.'
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While the materials were designed for use in a tenth'grade World'
history course, it caNbe used with great success with ninth graders
or above average middle-school age students, as well as-seniors. Given .the flexibility of the materials this'could be used a one-semester
course on Asia, along with student proiects and audid-visual materialt,and would make an excjtinb option for juniors or seniors in high 5chool.

2. World Studies Inquiry Series:- "Asia" by Daniel Birch'et.al.
Like "Africa ", this highfinterest rather easy reading b ok can be'usedwith great flexibility in the classroom at-both the mid le and secondarylevels.' It, too, is multidisciplinary and based upon nquiry concepts.Besides helping students to become more aware of the r own situation-through the study of another culture, students learn to use the toolsof the social sciences in'analyzing and applying data.

3. `There are some excellent film and filmstrip/records/tapes
_.'that have recently been produced which prbvide insight into a cultureinstead of just giving a quick overview, and which can be used withmuch greater flekibility than, the older more traditional variety of .'audip-visual materials. One such film is Japan, a Cultural StudiesFilm-by Scott, Foresman Documentary Films. This is anew film andpart of a series being produced which focuses on the people of asingle country or cultural area. The-film centers.on heir life'style,incidents in their daily lives, happenings in which the are-involved.It provides un-posed views and interviews giving student the oppor-tunity to see,and listen togrdinavy people engaged in t it dailypursuits. ' 'q

; T

Another film, while not new, 6till ranks as-one of the best yet made'about China. It is Inside Red China, a CBS-TV documentary made,in
1966: It is in color and 51 minutes long and available through mosteducational film distribUters. The film-examines thd,daily lives ofChinese people showing life in a farm commune, the interior of a mid-dle.class home, a steel mill and some of-the school activities. The.film was made during the rise of the militant Red Guard byCBS in con-junction with foreign journalists And photographers and Han Su Yenthe well-known Chineseauthoresi.

A series' of beautiful color films oriAsia -produced by the BBC-TV,Andavailable through Odessey Productions include the areas of China,
Ceylon,'SouiTteast Asia, Malaysia and Japan. Thereis Also availablefrom the same company a filmCon -Nehru (54 minutes, black white),and a film.'entitled Born Chinese (57 minutes, b. & w.) which, is aboutthe dailyfe of the Lung family and a study of.the Chinese character.

4. There are many good books--fiction and non-fiction that couldbe used successfully.inAn
Asian Studies program, such as, The Good
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Earth and other books-by Pearl Buck about China. The Resource,
Guide on Teaching about Asia lists.many such boOks. One partytular
book stands out as an excellent choice., for Indiait is At Home in
India by Cynthia Bowles, daughter of Chester Bowles, who was ambassa-
dor to India far many .years. She was: a teenager, when she wrote the
bookand studenfAwill easily be able to identify with this "very sen-
sitive au iography.

Latin American Area;

. Compa ed to the African and Asian areas, "there is C lack of good ma-
terials for use in secondary schools On Latin America. The great
majority of new materials direct thedrselves to the primary and middle
gradespa'rticularly.grades,5-7. Some of:these materials would be ex-
cellen 01- problem readers in high school. As for the more able
reader., the materials_already'described on Latin America are-exullent:
the se tion on Brazilentitled "Race-Relations in Brazil" from Tradition
and Ch:n e in Four Societies is available in paperback With a teacher's

atin erica *EP series), Voices of Emer Ina Natioris, People_
ces: Case'Studies in World Gee.

3

guy e;

and P1

In add tion there are some excellent new materials:

1 Inter-American Studies,: Latin `America and Inter-American
Studie : Mexico. These are new books published by Scott, ForeSMan
& o., an consist.of Modular Learning Units which direct students
toward understariding by the use of the tools of Inquiry, or concepts,
of sev n social studies disciplines-- history, geography, economics;
sociology, anthropology, government and psychology. In a special
section on activities at the endof eachr-cnit, students apply the
tools of.inguiry for an investiga'tion Nof the many problems faced by
Latin American countries. Inqluded, also, is a glossary of terms,
'tables of facts, biographical information, etc.

2. Another book-from Scott, Foresman is Latin, America: Refbrm
or Revolution, Carl H. Madden, Curricalu&Resourdes, Inc,, 1963. This
is from the series "Area studies in Economic Progress", which also in-
cludes the areas ,of China, Japan, India, Middle East and sub-Sahara .

Africa. The material in this book is planned around a problems ap-
proach. Current economic problems are fist introduced to encourage
studentonotivation and to sustaih a good 1-evel of interest: This ap--
proach enables'stuents to determine and dtcuss the relatiye signifi-
cance of custom and traditiOn,.amount--"and 'quality of basic' productive
resources, political', social and educational opportunities that have
helped or-hirdered economic progress up t6 the present time. 'Suf-
ficient analysirs in-depth is given-tolanatile students to speculate on
the outcome if alternative programs and policies- had been followed. 2

ta
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: 3. World Studies Inquiry
Series--"Latin.America",byllafred"Jamieson:. Like "Africa" and 'Asia" this 'is an-easy reading, highinterest level book, designed for the-problem reader or "turned-off"student, Like theothers it,,too, is multi-disciplinary and helpsthe students examine their own values and situations through lOokinqi,at a collection of twenty-five studies on Latin America armed discus- .sing its implications

on Latin America and themselves.

. 4, The Story of Latin America is-another'\Field Social Studies. Programhbook by Peter Greco and Phillip Bacon: "Field Education Pub.,-.' Inc., San Francisco, 1970. While this book As 6§gned for sixthgrade\ its inquiry concepts, its emphasis on values\an8,problem-solving ma'k'es it an excellent book to be used with'oidgr students,`.especially those with reading diffiCulties: It has an xcellent,'teacher's guide which helps the teacher to provide an excIAing flex-progr'am..

5. Most of the films onlatin America are old, or out of date..0f-the newer films, few add any enrichment. Of those few, the NBC-TVhas produced five. Like the others already. mentioned these have beenproduced with Odyssey Productions in New York, are beautifully photo=.graphed in color and 25 minutes long. They portray the customs, cul*-. 'tures and traditions of,Brazil, Guatamala, Haiti, Peru.,

Rw

.

Another film from the Cultural Studies 'Film series. by Scott, 'brasman' tocumpntary.Films is Mexico. Like the film, Japan, i centers on the. people of Mexico, their life style, incidents in their dapy livesand provides insight into the culture of Mexico.

Perhaps the best audio-visual material so far available onAatinAmerica is Latin America-Today. 420 filmstrips:10 LP records andteacher's manual)1. They are also,available individually by title._-Wilti-Media Productions, Social Studies School Service,_10A0-CuTirer
Blvd., Culver City, Calif., 90230. This is a series/of sound flip-trips presenting Various themes which have shaped Latin America04history and its social, politial; economic development and there-lationship of Latin American natiqns to the-rest of the world. In-quiry-and discovery techniques are used to encouragethe student tOview Latin America not as an isolated region but as part of themainstream of World History.,-

6. One book that students should read is The Children of Sanchez,Autobiography of a Mexican Family,'by Oscar Lewis. Vintage.Books,New York, 1961. This very sensitivelportrayal
of Mexican people hasbeen acclaimed the world over and would make an excellent addition toa Win American Studies program.

17
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4

1 LL

Curriculum MaierialSon, thk.Middle East; by Robert Pearson, Center fdr-
Inter tional,Edu ation, School of Education, Uhiversity,df Massachusetts,
Amherst, pessachu ett-s 1972, 473 p. Teachers guide. This Is'the most inter-

.

esting and thorou h material yet encountered on the Middle East for use in
the classroom: T e approach is through "Middle Eastern Eyes" and'does not
attempt to "cover' this diverse area, but instead is designed to stimulate
questions and dis ussions epabling students to inquire into the nature of
cultures ranging from Christian .Arabs.N Lebannon to Moslem pity dwellers in
Cairo, to Jewish farmers in Israel. This is done through the use of articles,
case studies, stories, biographical and autobiographical sketches and critical
incidents. The terial is divided into four Teaching Units: The Family in

the Middle Ent: Tradition and Change"; "The'Process of Modernization in the
Middle East";*"to onialism, Natidnalism and Revolution in the Middle East";
"Life on Kibbutz' n Israel".' The'wellplanned teachers guide provides
continuity and va cable lesson:plans for teaching a unit or course on.the
Middle East.

.

2. Laidlaw
Illinois,

demonstrates the
policy.` After gi

' study is presente
recognize a new r
in the .M'iddl'e Eas

amply demonstrated

n Relations Series, Laidlaw Brothers, River Forest,
e Laic aw Series oo on the Middle East is a good One and

omplexities of the are'from the standpoint of American
ing background information on the area in general, a case
'on' Yemen -- specifically whether or not the U.S. should
voTutionary government in Yemeni The big power interests
are. clearly presented,and the complexity of the decision

3. The Middle East, AMericin EdUcationarPubliCations (AEP) Middletown,
Connecticut. This short paperback includes good background material on
the Middle East a's well as case studies designed to bring out current cultural
dilemmas in, the Middle East. Case studies like "Should Girls Go To School? A

Prince Wonders" bring oui the tensions on traditional cultural values that
industrialization has brought to the.Middle East. Thougha bit ethnocentric,
this bodklet giVes'a reasonable overview of modern life in the area.

=f: it Films, filmstrips records, tapes. TWo of the'best films on the.

Middle East are full length commOcial films. The Rattle of Algiers, available

'in both 16mm and .35mmOis a moving story of the Algerians eesiStance movement
against theAFrench. Ramparts of Clay, is a beautifully photographed .(in color)
story of a lab& strike :In a tiny village in Tunisia using the actual
villagers,as actors.

Some excellent films on Middle Eastern countries are available free of charge
. from Middle rotern embassies. A beautiful color film of the annual pilgramage

to Meccavia camel, ship and airplane is available from the Saudi Arabian
.embassy. For films such,as this, Write to the various embassies for their

film lists.

good, inexpensiv
20 min.) available
New 'York': N.Y(. Th

o scheibl in a tOw

cco entitled I
y-schools:of c

ountries or topic

film to rent on Morocco: is ChadUi Faces 1.s Futurei,(Color;
from Universal Education and Visual Arts,=221 Park Ave. South,
s is the story of a young Moroccowlady from a village going
for the first time. There is also a'fine CBS documentary on
the Name of Allah available through local,TV stations.
urse, a 5o ave m'catalogues listings films on. particular
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Middle Eastern music an add anothe dimensiod to various kinds of presentationson the Middle East. -A variety of iddle Eastern records are available from
folkways R'cords and Service Corp., 165 W. ph Street, New York,'N.Y.

Audiotapes are'also available and provide a change of pace on tie study of
the Middle East. Many tapes on the.Kddle East, including "Kemal Attaturk -.-
'Westernizer of a Middle East Countrf' and "Among the Bedouin Arabs" are
available from the National Tape Repository, University'of Colorado, Boulder,Colorado.

5. 'There are Tome excellent books -- fiction and non-fiction.-- that can
be used as the cor of a Middle Eastern studies program or as supplementary
maternal. The st of these is a paperback Guests of.. the Sheik by Elizabeth
Fermed, (Do eday and Co., 1969). This is the story told with excellent
cultural sight,'of a rican woman's acceptance into the life of village
women Iraq. It is and easy reading. Another good book is Life in a
Turki Villa.e by Jo . Pierce (Case Studies in'Cultural AnthropOWyTHo , Rine art andWinstom, New York, 1964). Thisbook detcribes a Turkish'`
illage from the standpoint of a Turkith boy, Mahmud. An excellent collection

of short stories exemplifying modern cultural themes is Modern Arabic Short
Stories, translated by Johnson-Davies (Oxford Untdersity Press, 1967). The
translations are excellent and represent some of the best short stories writtenin modern Arabic. An excellent boo let on the,Arab-Israeli crisis is Search
for Peace in the Middle East,'the esults of a three year study by the American
Friends Servibe Committee, Phil#de a,, Pennsylvania.
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Resource Guides ,and Materials-
.

An excellent source of available materials, information on ow
use these materials, their costs, ete.;'is available in the Social

il

Studies Cu riculum Materials Data Book produccd,by the Social Sci-
enCe Educa on Consortium, Ic., Boulder, Golorado, 80302.

This Data is -a compilation of the varimig social studi<e
' undertaken at arious colleges and universitTes around the c

a description o the materials that were a result of p
Also included are materials froMtheAEducation Development.0
and the Educational Research Council)of\Merica. The Data.B
crudes project materials, textbooks and' games an4 simulation
in kindergarten through grade 12.

.., B. Africa
4

1. Africa, South of the Sahara: A Resource and CurrituluGuide,
Barry.K. Beyer and Percy Hicks. Thomas A. Crowell Co., Inc.,
1969. Paper, $4.65 .

Dr. ,Beyer it assistant professor of history and director of Projects
Africa'at Carnegie-Mellori University, Pittsburg, Penn. .157.13: This
book includes a study of professional literature on sub-Saharan Africa,
guidelines and strategies for setting-up courseg a survey of, student
attitudes,and underttandings about sub-Sah a Rrica and itt peoples,
pre- and post-teSts'to measurewhat studen already know, or think

do, and how attitudes have.changed 'result of study. Also
included Ira fully annotated .listing of over £00 written and audio-
visual classrooth materials, including a separate listing of those,

most highly recommended. There is also a listing of agencies, embas-
sies and trade organizations \representing sub-Saharan Africa.

projects
untry.and
ojects.
nter,Inc.,
ok in-
for use

I

2. Studying Africa in Elementary and Secondary Schools.. Leonard
.Kehworthy; Teachers-College, Columbia University, 2nd". ed,
1965, paper, $1.95.

A bibliography of available resources for the class,room study of Africa,
as well as some suggestions for currtculum development. Not as com-
prehensive as Beyer'S book. 'S

3. Africa in the'Currictilum, Beryle Banfield, Edward Blyden Press
1965, paper,'$1.95.

pi

Most of the book is devoted to the kind of backgound informs
go

ion which
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classroOm teachers who intend to teach about Africa will find very, useful: ancient empires Ind heroes; independence movements and their
, leaders; social institutions and traditions; and the.trAditional arts:The last chapter suggests specific learning activities.

r

-

/ /
ThAfrican Experience, Northwestern University Press,'1971.

,
:This is 4 newly published three volume (the,first`two are available in ,` paperback) set-which includes Essays (Vol. I), a Syllabus (Vol.00
and,an extensive Bjblikography (Vol. III). This set serves two useful,.' functions: one, it provides background fOr the teacher -and two, it i/kelps the teacher to organize a course on Africa.

C. Asia

,

, 1. Preparation of Teaching Guides,and Materials on Asian
Countries For Use in'Grades 1-12. United States Department
of Health, Education and Welfare, Office of-Education,
Bureau of ,Research, 1969, 312 .

John V. Michaelis was responsible for he preparation of this extreme-ly useful book which provides guideli s for including Asian Studies
'the curriculum. It'includes specific guidelines for preparing:

materials at,both the elementary and secondary levelS. There are ex-,'amples ofunits on China, Japan and India and lists of objectives andways of obtaining them. The emphasis is toward an inquiry --discovery-r
--,, conceptualapproach and heavy emphasis is upon the use of materials ,found in the Asian.Studies

%ii!gra,program. Also included is an out-aline for a course on Asia an data OOtelectepnits. -This is.the most comprehensive
Asian'studies curriculumluide so far encountered.

. Latin America

1. Development of Guidelines and Resource Materials on n
America for Use in Grades I . Final Resort. Cla Gill-an iam . onrpy, e s In versity, ustin, Texa .'- Office
of Education, Dept. of H , Wash.; D.C., Bureau of Research,

-1969. ,'
.

= t 4
.

4This represents !the most thorough and newest guide so' far developed
on Latin America, especially at the secondary revel. It is not as ,...comprehensive as the Asian guide developed at Berkeley but it will beextremely useful to the teacher, in developing a Latin American StudiesiProgram.

*

. - '
.

J.104.
I The prgject consisted of the preparation, field testing and evaluation! of instructional

materials for use in grades 1-12.- It is Intefdis-9
) .
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ciplinary and involves not only the sociarsciences but the humani -

ties gkh as art and music.

At the secondary level the guide is/designed forigrades 8-12. It
assists the teacher in structuring a'4-5 week unit, -as a unit in .

M.. History, as a, star unit in Latin American' Studies', -'Con.eme

temporary'Inter-Ame ican Relations or Contemporarg-tatin America.

,

2. Teaching About. Latin America in SecondarrSchool:, An An-
notated Guide to InstructiOnal Resources, -Bullet-MA°. 2. 1967.

.
.

This is oneNof, five bulletins to come out of'the Texas University
project on Latin America.by Clark C. Gill and William B. Conroy.' It

4 represents a selected annotated bibliography of current 'aching ma-
terials (textbooks, supplementary booksi pamphlets; so ces of film
and filmstrips, and sources of' free and inexpensive' teria1s) on
LatinAmeriCa for secondary schools. It is the only such guide vafl-
able and al* with thE just mentioned Report.on the atin,Amer-
lcan project, the teacher rill have a valuable 'resOurce designing
a Latin American Studies program in high school.

4 .
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Additional Information

A. General non-Westernmaterial as well as material on &specific
area,'i.e:, Africa, Asia, Latin America, Middle East.

.711
1. UNA/uSA (United Nations Association of the United States)

86 United Nat ons Plaza, New York, N.Y. 10017

2. UNESCO, Place,de Fontenoy, Parii7, Franqe

3. Center for International Education, School of Education,
// University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Ma. 01002

/4) Diffusion Project, Social Studies Development CeOter,
1129 Atwater, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana. '47401

1 0

5. World Studies Inquiry Series Project, Dept. of Education(,
Sproal 1223, Riverside, Calif. 94105

B. Specific Area -- Africa

1., Project Africa, Barry K. Beyer, director. Carnegie-Mellon
University, Pittsburg, Penn., 15213.

2. The African-American Institute, 866.United Nations Plaza, --2
New York, N.Y. 10017.

p

3. African Studies Center, University of California'at Los
Angeles (UCLA)' Los Angeles, Calif. 90024

C. Asia .
.

7--Asiap Studfes Curriculum Projects, School of Education,
. Tolman Hall, university of California, Berkeley, Calif-. 94720

. 2. ituri Studies Project, Ohio State Uniyersitis. Columbus,
Ohio , 43210 .

3. The AsianiSociety, 122 E. 64th Street: New York, N.Y.

4. The Japan Society, 250 Park Ayenue, PeiYork, N.Y.

5. Natibinal Committee om.U.S.-Chini Relations, 77 U.N. Plaza,
New York, N.Y. 10017

D.
,

Latin America .

. 4,...---"'"7,

1. Latin America Project, Texas Unixehiby, Austin, Texas.

2. Center for Inter .-Ame4gisRelations, 680 Park Ave,.
. New York, N.Y:,- , ..,- Issi-'

, .

3, Organization of /imerican States, 19th St: and ConstiAtion
. 'Avenue, Washington,.D.C. 20006,

. ,>

. ,
.
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4. The Embassy1in Washington of a particular
America.

Middle East

AN,

country in Latin

, 1605 New HamPshire Ave.

l, 1078 Madison Ave., New

Washington,

A
1.

e;

-3.

American' Friends of the Middle Eas
N.-W., Washington, V.C. 20009 -

Institute for Mediterranean Affair
York, N.Y. 10028

Middle East Institute, 1761 N. StreetN.W.,
'D.C. :20036-

-ape

C

I

,

I
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PAR1 II - CURRICULUM PROJECTS

The social studies curriculum projdcts

ort y,eacrally the most important which have
4

which this section covers

been produced,o date and

which tavea strong internationaremphasia. This critical review will in-

clude an examination of the foliag:

Anthropology Curriculum Project,(University of Georgia).;

.1!K, Anthropology Curriculum Study Project .(American Anthro-
pological Association); .

Geography'Curriculum Project (University of Georgia);

High School Geography Ptojett--(Association of American
Geographers;

,Greater Cleveland Social Science Program (Educational
Research Council of America);

Minnesota Social Studies Curriculum= Project (University
of Minnesot4.;

. Social Studies Curriculum Project (Educational Development
Center); 0

Taba'CurriculumDevelopment Pro ect (San Francis& State
College).

0
The Fenton materials and, the World Studies Inquiry Project have been die-

,cussed earlier in this'section.

Thematarials have been divided intq several categories; those con -s,,

centrating on a discipline, such-as geography or anthropology; those which.
Ak

concentrate most heavily on.conceptual development; and one which stresses

behavioral objectives. Aspects of the materials whichlwill be examined are:

,l. Degree of interdisciplinary emphasis
.

2. Discipline emphasis

135
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1. Adequas47 o" treatment" values an,: .3.L-tAt;ide:

4. Quality of teaching methods/instructional actiuities
suggested

'

.
.

,Sow. general e.lOmmens ,an he male wao.it the characteristic1.2 of most. -7 a
-,6' .

b
N

.

of these projects in a comparison to the,material previously available

briefi summarize-+, are:,

r

'1

Athe haite used hea vily, the ideas and methods
.' from tn., soCial(science

-*.'most of tlit curricula art: integrated
I

**there is a concern for4he structure
as the facts themselvef,

and inr.:r4iscint,trny

of knowledge as well

Axthere is a major'emphasiti on discoverY and inquiry method-
ology; including problitb solviw the scientific method'

e
.and inductive and decuc ive thinking,:

-4

..- **most of the curricula sh w a concern for'values'que'stions,
both in the analysis of ''student's awn values and _iii-
creaping,his awareness 'of 'his own and other values in
ener

;
gg.1-). i

.4cr'
, .. .

**there ig a greater stbunt of realism and social conflict
than in previous Materials;

**the patterns -of g which the
1

materials emphasize are ..

more creative, su ective and divergent than those in the
: past, ' " -

t

.

**aoss-cultural 'studies and an emphasis on the'nnm-Western
world are more in evidenceethan in previous efforts,, . t - - ,

'4

RIP

- **in-depth examination of an event or questioll is, more
common than a general survey, especially the use of .

case examples-and primary rather than secondaii sources
of information, <,-

q,
I,

**there is a great variety of types of materiald,'41icluding.
booklets, simulations and games, audio-visuals (films,
recoros, film-strips, transparencies) and workbooks,

"many 3i tilt projects provillt: all of the materials and re-
sources needed for the course in t.4 package t$elf,

O
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**a good many of the projects do not stop at the materials
themselves but'give equal attention to teacher preparation
and guidance,

o

**the materials have been field tested in a variety of situa-
. tions and-the projects have often solicited the cqmments

4nd,criticisms of teachers and eddcators'.
. o -

In the disciplines there are four major projects; two in anthrO-
*

pology and two in geography. The anthropology curricula as,developed by

groups at the University ofGeorgia and from the American AnthropologiCal

Assoniatioh are basically similar in content and in pdrpose. They are, de-

signed to present in Various fbrmats the basidb of anthropology and to ex-

pose students to the ideas, skills and issues associated with-the field.

The,Ant opolngy Curriculum Study Project (ACSP) has developed materials_

whic used in world history and world cultures courses at the highs

school level.. - Called Patterns id Human History, this one-semester program

includes study of patterns in:

(1) how humdt societies change and why there is resistance,
to change,

.

maths adaptation to his social and physical environment,

(3)' how docietieshold together against internal conflict,

(4) the distribution of power and wealth in different cultures.

The protect uses a variety of teaching materials to complement the

examination of the different perspectives including teacher guides, student

reading books, records, film stripe, transparencies, "artifacts" harts,

"!evidence cards" and photographic prints: The course encourages the\pom-,

parative use of data and by the 'study of a variety of so ties exposit

. 'the "students to differing values and ways of'life.

V
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The material is distinctly anthropology-oriented and makes little '

effort to include research and/or questions from other disciplines. So-
::

cieties used as case examples are the Bushmen of the Kdlahari, the Mbuti

Pygmy of the Congo, the people of Jarmo in Southwest Asia, Iran, Vietnam
fi

and Peru. The materials do recognize value and attitude questions, and

teachers are encouraged to deal with issues which might be raised, but no
.

-specific attention is given to them..

The University of Georgia materials are much more extg4isive. The.

curriculum includes two kinds of materials: 'a sequentiall rganized an-

thropo1ogy curriculum for; grades one to seven and various other materia

for specific instructional purposes, (a unit on race, caste an ce: an

,archeological methods course on American Indians, political anthropology,

etc) primarily for the upper grades. The elemenlary materials are or-

ganized around some of the basic ideas otanthropology--evolution, race.,

culture, technology, kinship, life cycle--and the program has been de-
,

veloped so that grades 1-3 and 4-6 can study the same ideas in the same

order but at a different.lsevel. The units produced do far are:

The Concept of Culture (K, 1 and 4);

The Development of Man and His Culture (2 and 5);

Cultural Change (3 and 6);

Life Cycle (7);

Race Cadte and Prejudice (Junior 1-11h).

As with-the ASCP, the developers have drawn upon the latest knowledge

an& thinking 'in anthropology. Since one of the 'goals was to produce

0
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materials .for teachers who have little or no experience in . teaching an-

thropology, there are extensive teacher guides provided with the course

but little attention is given to the interdiscipliriary teaching possibil-

iti-es. The values and attitudes questions are not dealt with explicitly
.._. .

.
,

.iro some of the materials but the implication in the Cultural Change,
5

..*Race Caste and Prejudice and Life Cycle units is that these should be a

major focus. Guides, textbooks, and pre- And post -tests comprise the in-

_stKuctional materials.

o

Two geography curricula have also been developed. the University of

Georgia has fashioned a set of elementary curriculu&aterials
which para1=-

`leis their anthropology efforts; and the High School'Gedgraphy Project,
z

under the suspices of the American Association 'of Geographers, 42.01e-

velopeda two-semester course instended for the tenth grade. The r.eorgia

materials focus on some.of the fundamentals of geopjaply and inclvie units

entitled:

Earth; Man's Home (K);

Place and Environment (1);

Resources and Production (2);

Spatial,Arrangement and Region..(3);

Rural Settlements (4);

Urban Settlements '(5); and

Population (6).

--Through a variety of visual materials and wotktooks, students are intro-'

duced -to geographical concepte and since several global settings and

tures are used, they are required to do some compa ative and-contrastive
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thinking. The materials are distinctly'd tpline,oriented and there

are few attempts to relate some of,the lessons to other subject a

which might be taught.: There is almost'no treattent of values and at-

titudes and these issues are left in the hands of the teacher to decide",
. '

what he or she wants to.do. The materials make, little use of the new

view of the world that space exploration,has afforded and in this re-
.

spect they -are relatively traditional.'
0

<
The High School Geography-.Project is designed as a two-gftester

'course and has produced extensive and well-designed materials. The

six units which comprise the coursd--Geography of Cities; Manufacturing

and Agriculture; Cultural deography;,Pollticel Geography; Habitat and

Resources; and Japan - -are interdisciplinary and in large pdr integrated-.

! .;

They draw from geogre4y, history, economics', political science and ad-,
*

thropology. The'Neterials have a strong cultural; and international fla-

vor. For example, sectionson cultural geography which includes material

on different ideas of cattle Uhe Nuer of Sudan, bullfights in Spain,
;

:

cattle in India)'; sports; the expansion Of Islam; Canada; and cultural
-

.

change in the cities are excellent examples of hal geography and culture

are tied togefther presenting in a simple and-concise form some veld e

resource material for comparative and contrastive study. The unit on

habitat and resources examine the relationship between these two elements

and uses rivers and water management as the,aubject matter. The conclud-
,

ins unit on Japan is an effort, to tie togethgr much of the preceding five

units and.can be used in conjunction viiVthe other units in the deftest
. . ,A A

./. a
i

While all of the curricula pay some attention to concept development,
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there are three major projects with "international" elements that rely

heavily bn thi.conceOtual
scheme approach ..These are the Greater

IlandSocial Science Program, the Minnesota Social StUdies Curriculum Prq-

ject and the Social Studies Curriculum Program. The ',Greater Cleveland

Project is a K-12 curriculum based on the sequential developm t of asocial

science concepts and geperalization1: A major emphasis in the curriculum

is on the process of transmission of culture with stress placed on important

concepts selected from all social science disciplines. The international

focus is evidenced in these units:

Learning About the, World and Children in Other Lands (K);

,Communities Home and Abroad (2);

India: A, *Society in Transition (4);

Middle East (5);

Latin America (6);

Africa (7);

North America,and the Carribbean (8); and such topics as
/

.
The Challenge of Our Time: The Rtcent and Contemporary World;,and

.

COmparative Politics and Economics.
a

,The goal of the program is the development of ''healthy emotional attitudes

4,
and intelligent interaction in social-relations", and in large part, the

41#4

curriculum 'succeeds; but this is not entirely consistent with the heavy con

centration on subject matter.
1
Nalues and attitudes receive less atten

than content matter. In general, however, the Cleveland materials are a

significant step toward disciplinary and integrated materials \ith heir

distinct cross-cultural focus.
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The Minnesota Project, under the direction th West, has pro,-

duced a large numberof materials under th- general tit , The Family of

;Man. Tholitcurriculum was developed-by an interdisciplinary team of social

'scientists, social studies specialists and classroom. teachers, and the
I

materials reflect this integration of knowledge and skills. .This pro-

jec t emphasizes the behavioral sciences and the non -Western world more

than most and includes a great deal of comparative. and contrastive study.

The curriculum uses three basic principles in its design; moving from the

simple to the complex, cross-cultural comparison, and the part-whole prin-

cipleor organizing ocntent. Beginning with The Earth As the Home of Man,

(K)i through Communities Around the World (3), and Man and Culture,(7),
.

and Areas stuAqs'of the U.S.S.R., China, India and Western Europe in the
4

eleventh grade, the curriculum focuses on the concept of culture. In the.

inquiry which takes ce, students are required to deVelop skills, at-
.

-'ititudes and major social science concepts which apply to this main thread.
. .

.. Behavioral
1 r
goafs cognitive and affective, are developed-for each unit.

V alue and attitude issues are develaped most completely in the twelfth

grade unit on Value Conflicts- and Policy Decisions, Which deals with such

issues as civil liberties, national security, economic growth, aiding

'Idardeveloped countries, keeping peade and. radial conflict in the United

States. Given the units which precede this one, the value and attitude

questiont have a substantial cross-cultural base for examination.
IN%

The Minnesota materials are an ambitious effOrt'and often.succeed in
o

)

t rms of the world view they are trying,to foster. Whilkinquiry is the

suggested method, there is a recognition that this may not be approp4ate
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for certain topic's and expository teaching may be more appropriate. This

flexibility is typical of the curriculum.

Man: A Course of Study, developed by the Social Studies Curriculum
4

.Project at the.EducatiOnal DeVelopment Center, places great emphasis on

the fact that man is only,one species of life, and thus min-ani com-,

parisons are a significant element in the curriculum. Where ot er pro-.

jects follow the family, neighborhood, community, state, nation, world

sequence, MACS takes the child out of his classroom and neighborhood to

,Aid his understanding of himself as a human being. The curricultim: con-

'centrates on man's experience and his common or unifying characteristics.

The three major questions of the curriculum are:

"What is huMln about humans?"

"How did they get that way?"

"How can they be made more so?".

Much of the material isteavily
anthropological and. animal behavior and

man-animal relationships are an integral part of the curriculum.

The materials are designed for the intermediate school age and are

a 6

o
built around concepts such as life cycle, adaptation, innate and learned

\ behaviaf,.structure and function, territoriality, and social organization.

The basis of the course is a series of booklets beginning with the life

cycle of salmon and Moving "upwards" to the Notsilik Eskimos, which were

chosen because they were "intrinsically interesting" and are different

enough from most of the students which makes it easier to disti6g41.9h

what is common about lien in general and what is. specific toculture. The
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materials are designed to be used with a whole series of excellent films

which form the b,ckbone of the course. Games and some individual projects

are also included.

Cognitive and affective concerns are an essential part of the cur-

riculum. There.fs a companion set of teacher guides which leave the tea-

cher a good amount of flexibility for creative'teaching unlik4many of the

other curricula. Another significant feature are the teacher workshops

which are required for those who are planning to use the,curriculum. The

designers believe there is a tvery real-connection between the content of

the curriculum,and the process of teaching and this is the major emphasis'

of the workshops. - r
// ,,.!,..

Finally, the Taba Curriculum Development Project is major
,,...

ajor iffort.

4o state the principle objectifies of a course -in observable behaviors. The

curriculum, which will eventually be for grades 1 -8, it designed to develoR

4 ',,

thinking skills, help acquire selected knowledge to help in acquiring sel- _

ected values and attitudes, and/4, develop the academic and social skills-- -t:---

all of the aforementioned. The individual book materials which are en-
,

ti led People in Families, People in Neighborhoods, People in Communities*,

and People in States take a comparative and contrastive approach to a var-
.:

lety of cultures. For instance, the families volume takes four Amerfian

families and one family each from Kenya, France, Canada and Mexico and

through a series of pictures illustrates the primary activities of the fam-

ilies. The Communities book compares the kedouin, the Yoruba, the Thai and

the Norwegian. There is no attempt to cover all of the factual material as

many social science curricula do. the books are resource books rather than
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textbooks and provid data which cpn be us foix whatever learning ac-

tivities the teach r and students wish to d .

he. teacher
c

e guides are an extremely important part of the curricula.

Each contains a list of the overall
objectives and there s a list of more

complex objectives for each succeeding year. Both cognitivJ skills and
aaffective learning are given equal weight.in

the.curriculum. Thepaterials,
`.>in spite of. their completeness of objectivesheave the teacher much flex-

. .ibility in how the cbtmse is put together and what'kinds of materials could
be used. Additional preparation for teachers who would use this course
would be necessary.
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